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ABSTRACT
The women’s suffrage movement in Georgia consisted of a small but spirited
group of women who unsuccessfully fought for enfranchisement from 1895 to 1920.
Though this movement failed nominally, the strategies white southern women pursued
represent an important case study of conservative progressivism in the New South.
Suffragists publicly pushed for change while maintaining that their enfranchisement
would actually shore up existing power structures, especially white supremacy; however,
their very existence in politics and public space symbolized the disorder that many
southerners had used to characterize the changes wrought by industrialization and
modernization in Georgia. While comprehensive studies on this subject have been
limited, this thesis also benefits from seminal regional and transnational studies that have
inspired more theoretical perspectives on this topic and illuminated the complex forces
that impacted Georgia’s suffragists in their battle for the ballot.
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INTRODUCTION
The women’s suffrage story in the South does not coincide with the usual
accounts of triumph presented in the national narrative. Southern suffragists trod upon
difficult terrain in their efforts to attain the vote, and they stumbled over numerous
obstacles. Suffrage movements in the South attracted fewer followers than those in the
rest of the nation, and in several instances, southern states ultimately rejected women’s
voting when Congress sent the Nineteenth Amendment to the states for ratification. Yet,
in one of history’s more ironic turn of events, the South did deliver the most important
ruling on women’s enfranchisement, as Tennessee rendered the necessary vote to
successfully ratify the Nineteenth Amendment.
This study examines the tumultuous relationship between white southerners and
the women’s suffrage movement. Yet, this does not tell a story of ultimate victory as was
the case with Tennessee. Rather, I present a more typical outcome for southern suffragists
by tracing events in Georgia, the first southern state to formally reject the Nineteenth
Amendment during its ratification process. Though the movement’s efforts in this state
nominally failed, Georgia presents an important case study of southern politics in the
midst of the Progressive Era and Jim Crow. Most especially, it speaks to the particular
situation of southern white suffragists, who simultaneously pushed for social change
along the lines of gender while trying to maintain, or at least not threaten, traditional
racial and class hierarchies.

2

The women’s suffrage movement in Georgia and the South at large has received
limited attention in scholarly literature. While numerous works have addressed the
achievement of women’s rights during the early twentieth century, historians have less
frequently highlighted the important experience of women’s suffrage campaigns in the
American South. Perhaps this relative inattention rests upon the assumption that since the
South largely rejected the Nineteenth Amendment, few significant suffrage efforts took
place in the region.1 Nevertheless, the tireless efforts of the pioneer suffrage historian A.
Elizabeth Taylor suggest otherwise, as she carefully chronicled suffrage movements in
many individual southern states. These works, completed approximately fifty years ago
(in many cases), have remained the definitive studies on suffrage movements in
individual southern states, including Georgia. Taylor’s pieces consist largely of
descriptive narratives with little or no theoretical basis, and they communicate only the
most basic information about the movement’s major events. Georgia’s suffrage
movement deserves reexamination in light of new perspectives and frameworks in
historical studies.2
The two most significant and more recent studies that explore women’s suffrage
in the South are Marjorie Spruill Wheeler’s New Women of the New South and Elna C.
Green’s Southern Strategies. Both have made important contributions to our

1

In addition to Tennessee, the state that delivered the necessary three-fourths majority for the
amendment’s ratification, Kentucky, Texas and Arkansas were prominent exceptions from the South;
however, with the exception of Tennessee, the rest could not be considered “Deep South” states, thus
indicating the relative difficulty many southern women faced in the region.
2

Taylor’s work includes studies on Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Mississippi, North Carolina, Tennessee
and Texas. As is the case with Georgia, most of these works remain the definitive studies on this subject,
Taylor’s works lack a theoretical base and are largely descriptive, thus demanding a more analytical
approach in light of the gains made in historical research and inquiry over the past couple of decades. See
Bibliography for full citations.
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understanding of the southern suffrage movement as a variant of the national narrative.
Using a biographical approach that examines the lives of twelve southern suffragists,
Wheeler asserts that the suffrage movement gained momentum in the South when its
participants offered women’s voting as an expediency measure to counteract black
political power in the 1890s. When this strategy failed largely due in part to black
disenfranchisement measures passed during the period, the suffrage movement limped
along in the South until the Progressive Era provided the necessary inspiration to
reinvigorate it. Wheeler argues that race continued to shape suffrage arguments in the
1910s, but that southern suffragists had expanded their arguments to include progressive
social reform legislation and leaned less on white supremacist rhetoric as a strategic aim.
Green disputes Wheeler’s emphasis on race, contending that “southern women did not
band together and work for ten or twenty (or more) years to obtain the ballot in order to
outvote their black neighbors.” Rather, she claims that southern suffragism arose as a
middle-class response to problems produced by urbanization and industrialization in the
region; she argues that suffrage debates concerning the race issue typically occurred only
as a response to anti-suffragist prodding and were secondary to primary concerns of
women’s suffragists, such as civil reform and labor regulation. The debate between
Wheeler and Green over the significance of race and class interests is an important
jumping-off point for this study, as I examine the particular combination of interests,
motivations, and goals that animated the woman suffrage movement—and the antisuffrage movement—as it developed in Georgia.3

3

Marjorie Spruill Wheeler, New Women of the New South: The Leaders of the Woman Suffrage
Movement in the Southern States (New York: Oxford University Press, 1993); Elna C. Green, Southern
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Interestingly, both Wheeler and Green largely ignored Georgia in their works.
Wheeler’s study included one Georgian, Rebecca Felton, but she was hardly
representative of Georgia suffragists. Green’s study leaves out Georgia altogether.
Nevertheless, Green’s work does provide a useful framework to differentiate between
suffragists and anti-suffragists, which I have found useful for my own work. Green
argues that suffragists and anti-suffragists generally differed according to their respective
backgrounds: Pro-suffragists represented the emergent middle class of the industrializing
New South, whose presence would provide the impetus for sustained region-wide
suffrage in the 1910s, while anti-suffragists typically claimed lineage to the elite planter
tradition of the Old South. In Georgia, rank-and-file anti-suffragists and suffragists
generally aligned with the planter elite/urban professional paradigm laid forth by Green,
but suffrage leaders Rebecca Felton and Mary McLendon were significant exceptions to
her argument.
My own research suggests that race was indeed critical to the development of the
suffrage movement in Georgia, but in ways that differ from Wheeler’s analysis. Wheeler
argues for a declining emphasis on race in suffragists’ ideology by the 1910s, and she
asserts that white southern suffragists only used race-based strategies when prompted by
their anti-suffrage opponents.4 I offer a different interpretation: Georgia’s women often
employed white supremacist rhetoric to advance their cause even without the prodding of
anti-suffragists and did so in both phases of the southern movement. Perhaps Georgia was
an exception to the general pattern found by Wheeler (or the predominance of class over
Strategies: Southern Women and the Woman Suffrage Question (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina
Press, 1997), xii-xiii.
4

Wheeler, New Women of the New South, 127.
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race interests identified by Green elsewhere in the South). Even if this is true, Georgia’s
particular situation needs to be taken into account in order to move closer to a truly
regional narrative of women’s suffrage in the South, in all its complexity. And, the
persistence of racial arguments by Georgia suffragists suggests that historians might want
to revisit this issue in other states as well.
Georgia’s suffrage movement also offers important insights into a number of
historiographical topics. For one, it speaks to the great transformations occurring in the
early twentieth century South. Calls to industrialize and modernize urged that the image
of the Old South gave way to a “New South,” a moniker which even to this day remains a
difficult entity to define. In the center of this transition was Atlanta, the city that
positioned itself as a symbolic leader of the new order. Following the devastation
wrought by Sherman’s infamous “March to the Sea,” city leaders including Henry Grady,
the Atlanta Constitution’s famed editor, urged an industrial initiative that would welcome
Northern businessmen and migrants to its burgeoning metropolis. The city presented
itself as ready and willing to embrace the promises of a modern age.5
But, New South advocates had to tread lightly, lest they seem to be the agents of a
social revolution as well as an economic one. As George B. Tindall aptly noted in his
preface to The Emergence of the New South, the significant changes in the region “set off
defensive reactions against the new and unfamiliar.”6 While many white southerners near
the turn of the twentieth century wanted to present themselves as resilient and resourceful
5

C. Vann Woodward, Origins of the New South, 1877-1913 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University
Press, 1951); Harold Eugene Davis, Henry Grady’s New South: Atlanta, a Brave and Beautiful City
(Tuscaloosa: University of Alabama Press, 1990); George B. Tindall, The Emergence of the New South,
1913-1945 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1967).
6

Tindall, The Emergence of the New South, ix.
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in the wake of the demoralizing defeat of the Civil War, none of them wanted a
revolution. The “New South” retained many of its old habits, as a resurgence of racial
strife and intense regionalism also characterized the region during this time. Southerners
approached new reform agendas with caution, as many impulses for change had
originated in locations outside the region. However, the increasing prominence of urban
centers in the South sparked interest in reform issues such as temperance, labor
regulation, and age of consent legislation among middle-class urbanites in the region, and
several reform-minded women’s clubs gained public recognition.
This was the period in which southern suffragists asserted their right to the
franchise. By trying to insert themselves into the electorate, suffragists sparked an intense
debate over the role of women in a changing society. Theirs was a difficult battle, as they
tried to reformulate the meaning of elite southern womanhood in the context of
considerable changes being brought about in the region. Suffragists had to pursue these
changes in the gender power structure without seeming to upend social hierarchies of
race and class or straying too far from deeply entrenched ideas of distinct southern
womanhood. Woman suffragists repeatedly assured their detractors that though they
wanted to modify gendered power relations, their entry into the public world of politics
would not produce a ripple effect in regard to other southern social hierarchies or
transform southern “ladies” into mirror images of their Yankee counterparts. In their
effort to bring about moderate but not revolutionary change in regard to gender roles,
Georgia suffragists argued that political power embodied in the sheer number of their
ballots would enable them to help elite white men keep the South’s race and class
structures more firmly in place in the context of the emerging New South.

7

This effort to separate gender from race and class, and argue that changes in one
would not destabilize others, was perhaps futile—or at least severely compromised—
from the start. Like any women who joined reform initiatives at this time, southern
suffragists had to confront their society’s gender ideology, which typically aligned with
the vision of separate male and female spheres. The southern ideal of womanhood
arguably presented more difficult obstacles for southern suffragists, however. The image
of the elite white woman occupied a central place in white patriarchal order. Her purity,
domesticity, and morality in the private sphere when combined with the white southern
man’s honor, valor, and chivalry in the public sphere created the ideological foundation
for the southern social order. Following the Civil War, southern elites became even more
committed to reconstructing this order as they tried to recover and rebuild stable
hierarchies of race and class in the postwar—and post-slavery—South.7
In fact, the war had struck at the very foundations of the South’s gender hierarchy.
When Confederate men left for war, southern women had to fulfill traditional male roles
in their absence. In addition to their duties of child rearing and housework, southern
women managed plantations and local stores, cared for wounded soldiers, and at times
defended their homes from destruction—tasks traditionally prescribed for males. 8
Many white southern men saw the dual roles played by women in the war as one
of the devastating consequences of the conflict and sought to reinvigorate white
patriarchy. The enfranchisement of newly freed slaves following the war’s end
7

Anne Scott, The Southern Lady: From the Pedestal to Politics, 1830-1930 (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1970); Wheeler, New Women of the New South, 1-37; Jane Turner Censer, The
Reconstruction of White Southern Womanhood, 1865-1895 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University
Press, 2003), 1-9, 153.
8

Ibid.
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compounded the issue. White manhood, or at least the way it had been socially
constructed in the South, depended on the sole political control of white men, and some
white southern men believed that black males gaining “manhood” embodied by full
citizenship rights seriously challenged white male authority. Thus, the gender upheavals
wrought by the Civil War engendered a need among white men to reassert their
dominance over both African-Americans and white women.9
Historians have differed in their interpretations of white women’s response to
these changes. Anne Scott asserted in The Southern Lady that southern women assumed
an increasingly active and consciousness role in public affairs in the decades following
the war’s end. She argued that the war marked a watershed moment in southern women’s
political awareness and activity. More recently, scholars such as LeeAnn Whites, Drew
Faust, Susanne Lebsock, and George Rable have refuted some of Scott’s findings.
Claiming that southern white women in fact sought to return to their prescribed gender
roles immediately after the war in an effort to sustain the damaged white patriarchy, they
argue that women only began more assertively to reshape their ideas on gender in the late
nineteenth century. Nonetheless, recent works by Caroline Janney and Jane Turner
Censer have demonstrated that Scott’s work still has merit, as many southern women did
exhibit an unprecedented political and social awareness in the postwar period. Such
activity is evidenced by women’s participation in memorial societies and their expanded
professional and educational opportunities due to a shortage of available working men
and the implementation of public school systems across the South. This historiographical
debate emphasizes the nuanced and complex situation southern women faced as they
9

Ibid.; Leeann Whites, The Civil War As a Crisis of Gender: Augusta, Georgia, 1860-1890 (Athens:
University of Georgia Press, 1995), 1-14.
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neared the twentieth century; assuredly, some if not many southern women at least
entertained the idea of assuming more socially and politically active roles, which
eventually led some to assert their right to the franchise in the 1890s.10
In their attempt to assuage fears concerning gender hierarchies, suffragists
inevitably confronted issues dealing with the South’s racial hierarchy. Even at the turn of
the century, the pain from Reconstruction still lingered among many southerners, who
had battled with the federal government and their former slaves for political control. With
the demoralizing defeat of the Civil War still fresh on their collective memory, many
white southerners developed the rhetoric of the Lost Cause, which sought to glorify the
days when slavery and white political control ruled the day. To many, the widely
promoted Nineteenth Amendment raised the ghosts of Reconstruction, as southerners
repeatedly connected the proposed measure to the Fifteenth Amendment, which had
enfranchised former slaves and consequently dissolved the absolute power of white
supremacy. Of course, voting restrictions and regulations ultimately disenfranchised the
black male electorate, but the possibility of extending the franchise to a new and
unpredictable pool of voters frightened white political elites. Moreover, the prospect of
an amendment that would enfranchise female voters engendered fears among Georgians
that black women might successfully exercise their own right to the franchise and
overturn many of the state’s disenfranchisement laws that came about near the turn of the
century. Indeed, they feared the proposed Nineteenth Amendment would successfully
10

Ibid.; Drew Gilpin Faust, Mothers of Invention: Women of the Slaveholding South in the American
Civil War (New York: Vintage Books, 1996); Susanne Lebsock, The Free Women of Petersburg: Status
and Culture in a Southern Town, 1784-1860 (New York: W.W. Norton, 1984); George Rable, Civil Wars:
Women and the Crisis of Southern Nationalism (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1989); Caroline
Janney, Burying the Dead but Not the Past: Ladies Memorial Associations and the Lost Cause (Chapel
Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2008).
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bring black men back into the electorate, a measure the Fifteenth Amendment had
attempted but failed to secure. White Georgians and white southerners alike remained
dedicated to white supremacy in government.11
Anti-suffragists’ arguments necessarily placed women’s suffrage advocates in a
difficult position. Their opponents’ accusations raised deep-seated distrust of federal
legislation as a threat to local and state political power, and Georgia’s women suffrage
supporters continually batted down the idea that their movement had any aspirations
toward black enfranchisement. Assuredly, this stance was in part a tactical one, as no
southern legislature would approve of any measures remotely related to AfricanAmerican voting. Yet, it is important to remember that southern suffragists, including the
ones leading Georgia’s own movement, were by no means progressive on issues of race.
From the 1890s to 1920, Georgia suffragists tapped into white supremacist
rhetoric in order to advance their cause, asserting that whiteness should be privileged
with participation in government. Mary Latimer McLendon, the so-called “Mother of
Suffrage in Georgia,” frequently lamented that “negro men, our former slaves” had
obtained the vote before the states’ well-respected club women.12 Her sister, Rebecca
Latimer Felton, employed similar rhetoric before committee hearings of the Georgia’s
General Assembly. In some cases these actions involved strategic measures, but they
accurately reflected many suffragists’ personal racist sentiments and deeply held
11

Wheeler, New Women of the New South; Green, Southern Strategies; Dewey Grantham, Southern
Progressivism: The Reconciliation of Progress and Tradition (Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press,
1983); William A. Link, The Paradox of Southern Progressivism, 1880-1930 (Chapel Hill: University of
North Carolina Press, 1992); Deborah Gray White, Too Heavy a Load: Black Women in Defense of
Themselves 1894-1994 (New York: W.W. Norton, 1998); Gaines M. Foster, Ghosts of the Confederacy:
Defeat, the Lost Cause and the Emergence of the New South, 1865-1913 (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1987).
12

Atlanta Constitution, 8 July 1914.
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convictions. Certainly their aims at progressive legislation like women’s suffrage fit the
paradigm of “whites only” progressivism and suggested that these reformers believed that
their “whiteness” or “Anglo-Saxonism” made them better suited for political
participation.13
In addition to the racial component, Georgia’s suffrage movement must be put in
context of the intense regionalism pervading the South during this time period. A strong
spirit arose among many white southerners to reclaim the glorious image the South had
once portrayed by promoting the so-called “Lost Cause” of the Confederacy with an
intense religious fervor. In response to those trying to create a “New South” following the
Civil War, Lost Causers endeavored to keep the values of the Old South firmly intact
while promoting a “Confederate-friendly” history for future generations. In their view of
history, Reconstruction represented a severe violation in local autonomy, as outsiders—
namely white northerners and black southerners—had wrested control from the rightful,
capable white ruling class. Such sentiment set off a staunch regionalist stance in response

13

Woodward, Origins of the New South; Paul A. Kramer, “Empires, Exceptions, and Anglo-Saxons:
Race and Rule between the British and United States Empires, 1880-1910,” The Journal of American
History 88 (Mar., 2002): 1315-1353, will provide another important theoretical base for the thesis. I see
that his conception of trans-national whiteness supports much of the evidence I have found indicating that
Georgia’s suffrage movement did tap into worldwide currents that conflated white superiority with
citizenship. Anglo-Americans near the turn of the century purported that their shared racial characteristics
made them more attuned to government than other races. Francesca Morgan, like many scholars, uses the
term “Anglo-Saxon” in reference to the rhetoric employed by these historical actors. In many cases,
“Anglo-Saxon” and similar terms simply refers to “white,” as people of the late nineteenth and early
twentieth usually consolidated their visions of race into a bifurcated view of black and white; Morgan,
Women and Patriotism in Jim Crow America (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2005), 172173. Matthew Frye Jacobson has explained this practice in his work Whiteness of a Different Color
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1998). See also Louise Michele Newman, White Women’s Rights:
The Racial Origins of Feminism in the United States (New York: Oxford University Press, 1999); Grace
Elizabeth Hale, Making Whiteness: The Culture of Segregation in the South, 1890-1940 (New York:
Pantheon Books, 1998); Kim E. Nielson, Un-American Womanhood: Antiradicalism, Antifeminism, and the
First Red Scare (Columbus: Ohio State University, 2001).
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to outside forces that had tried to shape southern politics, culture and society during
Reconstruction.14
Women figured prominently in the promotion of the Lost Cause, and its strongest
supporters typically aligned themselves with anti-suffragists. Studies by Caroline Janney
and Karen Cox argue that southern women, not ex-Confederates, led the Lost Cause and
“were responsible for remaking military defeat into a political, social, and cultural victory
for the white South.” Though politically conservative, women of the Lost Cause clearly
contributed to the emerging image of a “new” southern woman. While many in the
United Daughters of the Confederacy (UDC) and Ladies’ Memorial Associations (LMA)
believed the woman’s proper role was one in the private sphere, the women found no
contradiction in taking on public roles to commemorate the Confederacy since
southerners had looked upon them to instill among southern children a reverence in
Confederate tradition for future generations. The women also assumed the role of a
helpmate, as they sought to uplift demoralized Confederate men, impressing upon them
the righteousness of their cause and the willingness among southern women to return to
the southern feminine ideal. Still many of these women did not extend the public and
political roles they gained by promoting the Lost Cause to the fight for women’s
suffrage.15

14

A few secondary works addressing the Lost Cause: Foster, Ghosts of the Confederacy; David Blight,
Race and Reunion: The Civil War in American Memory (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2001); W.
Fitzhugh Brundage, The Southern Past: A Clash of Race and Memory (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 2005); Charles Reagan Wilson, Baptized in Blood: The Religion of the Lost Cause, 1865-1920
(Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1980); Karen L. Cox, Dixie’s Daughters: The United Daughters of
the Confederacy and the Preservation of Confederate Culture (Gainesville, FL: University Press of Florida,
2003) .
15

Janney, Burying the Dead, 3; Cox, Dixie’s Daughters. I don’t mean to imply that all “Lost Causers”
were anti-suffragists, but the general record shows that this trend is more so direct than indirect.
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In fact, Lost Cause anti-suffragists looked upon women’s rights as a movement
originating from an outside source. To be sure, no real suffrage activity even existed in
the South until the 1890s, approximately forty years after the Seneca Falls Convention
had convened in New York. The national suffrage movement’s early alliance with the
northern abolitionist movement further cemented this belief among white southerners, as
many of the region’s leaders deemed the movement unnecessary and decidedly
“unsouthern.” In their attempts to sustain the traditions of the Old South, which entailed
excluding women from electoral politics, women’s suffrage was anathema to most Lost
Causers.
Mildred Rutherford of Athens, Georgia serves as a perfect case in point. As the
UDC historian-general, Rutherford staunchly spoke out against woman suffrage and the
Nineteenth Amendment on the basis that it represented an attack against traditions of the
Old South, namely female deference to male authority and states’ rights. Yet, in her fight
against the woman’s vote in Georgia, Rutherford appeared in public repeatedly to
implore Georgia’s politicians to block the measure. Though anti-suffragists like
Rutherford benefitted most when employing the rhetoric of the Lost Cause, none of them
seemed to notice that their repeated appearances in public against women’s suffrage
represented a stark contradiction to the values they were trying to preserve.16
Woman suffragists thus had to consider local circumstances of the South when
campaigning for the movement that many southerners considered anathema to the region.
Lost Cause rhetoric and issues of race particularly confounded their efforts. Frustrated by

16

Ibid.
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the limitations at the local level, southern suffragists often sought inspiration from
successful suffrage movements outside the region.
Women’s rights activists in the United States, southerners included, cast their
suffrage campaign in the context of Progressive Era reforms that had made sweeping
gains across the globe. Too often now, we forget that the fight for women’s suffrage
played out on an international stage, but women across the globe did see their political
situation as one connected to that of other women. Worldwide organizations such as the
International Woman Suffrage Alliance represented ways in which women created such
forums for exchange and support. Suffragists understood their movement accompanied a
much larger one that contained a more expansive vision of female citizenship. Inspired by
suffrage victories in New Zealand and Great Britain in addition to those in western
United States, suffragists in Georgia used these successes to justify their own claims to
the franchise. “Suffrage [was as] sure as [the] rising sun,” they argued.17
Georgia’s suffragists used the successes abroad to lift their own spirits and
advance their cause. The universal language employed by many suffrage campaigns
provided the impetus for many women to get their movements off the ground, but
Georgia suffragists did not apply their argument for universality to all potential voting
blocks, namely the state’s black population. The women instead argued that the
worldwide advances of woman suffrage represented a trend toward the global dominance
of white government and pushed for their inclusion into the electorate on account of their
“whiteness”—New Zealanders and the British did share in their “Anglo-Saxon” heritage,
after all. Not unlike their southern counterparts, northern suffragists led by NAWSA
17

Atlanta Constitution, 28 June 1914.
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leader Carrie Chapman Catt pursued exclusionary terms for the franchise as well, but
they targeted the “undesirable” immigrant vote. In one speech, Catt condemned the
“ignorant and corrupt foreign vote,” which had been conferred upon the “riff-raff of
Europe that [had] poured upon our shores.” Thus, northern and southern suffrage
aspirations were firmly situated in local, regional terms, as southern suffragists argued to
maintain black disenfranchisement while northern suffragists wanted to curtail the
immigrant vote; however, transnational reform currents provided inspiration and
rhetorical devices for the suffragists’ cause.18
Because Georgia’s suffrage movement did operate in local circumstances, it
subsequently exemplified the mainstream political ideology of the state—a rising
political consciousness among mainly conservative southern women. It is often easy to
cast suffragists and anti-suffragists as two diametrically opposed camps: one liberal, one
conservative. However, members of both sides held remarkably similar views. Aside
from the female suffrage question, women and men on either side of the issue
fundamentally agreed on other matters, namely temperance, black disenfranchisement,
18

Catt’s quote is found in Wheeler, New Women of the New South, 115. Daniel Rodgers’ seminal
work, Atlantic Crossings, has inspired studies that tie the Progressive era movements for social change to a
much larger dialogue of an emerging international liberalism. Throughout the work, Rodgers emphasizes
that American progressives sought inspiration from like-minded individuals across the Atlantic, thus
undermining the notion that this period of social change gained momentum entirely from inward looking
domestic reformers. Rodgers’ reassessment of this time period will provide one of the theoretical bases for
my own vision of Georgia’s suffrage movement; See Rodgers, Atlantic Crossings: Social Politics in a
Progressive Age (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1998). Ian Tyrrell’s work aligns in the same vein
as Rodgers; See Tyrrell, Woman’s World/Woman’s Empire: The Woman’s Christian Temperance Union in
International Perspective, 1800-1930 (Chapel Hill, University of North Carolina Press, 1991). Very few
works have placed suffrage movements within the context of international exchange that Rodgers explains,
and even those that have, have done so in relation to Third World international feminism, which occurred
much later than Georgia’s women’s suffrage movement during the Progressive Era. Caroline Daley and
Melanie Nolan’s edited collection of articles in Suffrage and Beyond remains the most prominent example
of historians willingly and intentionally expanding suffrage efforts beyond national borders. See Caroline
Daley and Melanie Nolan, eds. Suffrage and Beyond: International Feminist Perspectives (New York: New
York University Press, 1994) and Leila J. Rupp, Worlds of Women: The Making of the International
Women’s Movement (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1997).
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and education reform. Generally, pro and anti-suffragists shared similar social standing as
middle to upper class white citizens, but they typically diverged in regard to family
background. Most anti-suffragists could claim lineage to the old planter aristocracy while
the suffragist rank-and-file usually hailed from urban, professional middle-class families.
Nevertheless, members of both sides were held in high esteem in their respective
communities regardless of their family’s lineage.19
Thus we might understand the materialization of women’s suffrage in Georgia as
illustrative of changes that emerged within the women themselves. Women from each
side of the issue had led relatively active lives in the political affairs of the state without
having the right to vote. Years before the suffrage movement gained momentum in
Georgia, various women’s clubs had lobbied local politicians to pass legislation favorable
to social reforms regarding temperance, child labor, and the age of consent. Antisuffragists and suffragists alike had benefited from the experience of a public political
life. Sharing similar political values, those involved in the debate largely deliberated over
the best way for the state’s politically active women to continue to influence local reform
legislation. Those most eager to see quicker action on the part of Georgia’s General
Assembly in favor of social reform generally favored the women’s suffrage route, as they
believed that incorporating women into the formal political process would expedite their
reform agenda. The men and women who would align with the anti-suffrage movement
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ultimately argued that the “outsider” position of women afforded them distinct
advantages in the political process.
Yet, the explanation of political expediency does not fully account for why these
actors were so similar in some respects but greatly diverged on the suffrage issue. Here,
Elna Green’s findings can illuminate this disconnect, as her work has best distinguished
between the views of suffragists and anti-suffragists. According to Green, subtle nuances
in their socio-economic or class backgrounds proved to be the most divisive factor among
these women. This study supports Green’s conclusions, excluding the exceptions of
women like Rebecca Felton who led the pro-suffrage campaign; Georgia suffragists as
middle-class urban professionals depended on the well-being of the urban class for their
livelihood. The “antis,” on the other hand, occupied positions related to agriculture and
connected industries, thus rendering their interest in combating the problems of the
emerging industrial South less intense.
This division also illuminates an important and discernable urban-rural gap that
widened near the turn of the twentieth century in Georgia. The state’s increasing focus on
Atlanta and city boosterism set off fierce reactions by citizens in the economically
stagnated countryside against the “progressive” aims of the city. Indeed, Georgia’s rural
“have-nots” became increasingly distrustful of “the city” and what it symbolized for a
new southern political order. Instead of sparking a Populist-type revolt, however, rural
activists pursued a staunchly conservative agenda to combat the imperatives of the state’s
emerging urban industrial elite. As the New South changed due to new industrial
initiatives, these state politicians and community leaders were divided on what measures
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best benefitted the state, and consequently a “reconciliation of progress and tradition,” or
a dialogue of change and continuity predominated state affairs.20
By incorporating the themes discussed above, this study hopes to bring this
moment of social protest into broader historiographical contexts. Furthermore, I hope it
suggests the continued utility of individual state studies, which have fallen out of vogue
among some historians who have deemed it a symptom of a “hyper specialization” within
the field. Ultimately this piece should indicate that these studies still have much to
contribute to our understanding of historical causation and that incorporating more
expansive perspectives (even a transnational one, at times) can produce new and exciting
ways to look at local events that often become obscured when trying to characterize
events that took place over more vast geographic areas.
This study proceeds chronologically, as this organization presumably best
promotes understanding for how a social movement unfolded. The thesis’ general themes
are woven into the general narrative, as they are present in most stages of this movement.
Its intent is not to provide an institutional history of suffrage organizations, but this
information, when appropriate, is included. Rather, the focus of this work rests upon the
fascinating story of this movement and the individual people who led it. This perspective
includes the experiences of individuals well-known to the southern suffrage movement
already—Rebecca Latimer Felton, Mary Latimer McLendon, Mildred Rutherford and
Dorothy Lamar—but, it also introduces equally important actors like Bishop Warren
Candler, Eleonore Raoul, and Emily McDougald onto the southern suffrage stage and
explains their critical roles in shaping Georgia’s state suffrage movement. Despite never
20
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gaining a large number of converts to their cause, both Georgia’s suffrage and antisuffrage proponents prompted intense debates over the meaning of citizenship in Georgia
as it related to race, class and gender.
The first chapter begins in 1895 with the NAWSA convention held in Atlanta
during that year. NAWSA had never held its annual convention outside the confines of
Washington, D.C., and the meeting reflected the organization’s desire to gain more
publicity for the “woman’s cause” in the South. This chapter also addresses the debates
over suffrage, particularly in relation to black disenfranchisement and the temperance
movement, from the mid 1890s through a so-called “doldrums” period that lasted until
the 1910s. Here, I take issue with the prevailing narrative that suffrage activities both at
national and regional levels entered a near dormant state during this period; rather, I find
that while suffragists were less active on the suffrage scene due to a paucity of legislation
that arose in the period, they were no less involved in other areas, including their pursuit
of various social reforms. The tendency to overlook this transitional period has rendered
this aspect of many suffrage studies somewhat reductive since important developments
did occur between the 1890s and 1910s.
The second chapter covers the expansion of activity among Georgia’s suffragists
in the 1910s and the concurrent appearance of organized anti-suffragists, who debated the
woman’s right to vote mainly in the halls of Georgia’s General Assembly. This period
best represents how a number of social currents—the continued debates on the race issue,
an increasing focus on Reconstruction memory, a deepening divide between rural and
urban areas of the state, anxieties over the heightened public profile of southern women,
among others—all shaped suffrage efforts in the state. These forces typically worked to
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suffragists’ disadvantage with the state’s conservatives, and at times they were a
detriment to maintaining harmony among suffragists themselves. In order to continue
hoping for the eventual success of their movement, Georgia suffragists often looked to
victories outside their state to counter the devastating defeats they frequently experienced
with the General Assembly.
By 1917, suffragists shifted their efforts to the national scene, as they held little
hope that Georgia’s legislators would deliver a victory for their cause. These final years
leading up to the successful ratification of the Nineteenth Amendment and the subsequent
battle to have the amendment enforced in Georgia are the focus of the third chapter. This
section concludes by tracing the lives of important leaders in the movement following the
achievement of the Nineteenth Amendment, and it comments upon the political status of
women following their formal inclusion into the public political sphere.
Finally, this study focuses extensively on issues concerning race, but it does not
include the experiences of the African-American women who also sought the vote during
this time. This decision was not made in ignorance of studies by Glenda Gilmore and
Cynthia Neverdon-Morton, which have shed light on how black women pursued rights
for themselves and for all African-Americans. Indeed, black women demonstrated great
commitment to the woman’s cause by forming their own suffrage organizations and
attending public rallies, but African-American women who lived in the North like Ida B.
Wells Barnett and Mary Church Terrell could engage in these activities more freely than
most southern black women who faced different circumstances in the land of Jim Crow.
Southern black women had to take a more cautious approach to their fight for the ballot
in light of the harsh racial oppression they faced at home, which rendered their efforts
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less visible. Assuredly the infamous Atlanta race riot of 1906 heavily weighed upon black
women’s decisions to publicly assert their civil rights in Georgia. Furthermore, these
women were excluded from the organized push for women’s suffrage by the
“mainstream” white suffragists themselves, who employed white supremacist rhetoric to
advance their own case for obtaining the franchise. While uncovering the relatively
concealed activities of Georgia’s black suffragists is beyond the scope of this project,
these efforts are no less valuable in understanding how southern women articulated their
visions for an inclusive political society.21
Hopefully this state study will illuminate issues that have become obscured by
studies that have employed more expansive geographic scopes. Its narrow focus should
clarify overgeneralizations like the “doldrums” argument which have long dominated the
traditional suffrage narrative. Furthermore, informed by the seminal regional studies by
Wheeler and Green, I also hope to tease out some of the differences between their
arguments and my own regarding the race issue, as I tell the varied and complex story of
the woman suffrage experience in Georgia.
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CHAPTER 1
A Cautious Beginning:
The Atlanta Convention and the “Doldrums,” 1895-1912
If Georgia women could vote, this National Convention could hold its
session in our million dollar capitol, which rears its grand proportions on
yonder hill. Crowning its loftiest pinnacle is the statue of a woman
representing Liberty, and on its front the motto, ‘Justice, Wisdom and
Moderation.’ It was built with money paid into our State’s treasury by
women as well as men, both white and black; but men alone, white and
black, have the privilege of meeting in legislative session to make laws to
govern women.1
Mary Latimer McLendon delivered the preceding address at the annual
convention of the National American Woman Suffrage Association (NAWSA) held in
Atlanta, Georgia in 1895. The convention came to Atlanta after a small group of women
persuaded NAWSA to move its convention to the city in order to bring publicity to
Georgia’s emerging suffrage movement. As McLendon’s speech indicated, Georgia’s
suffragists anticipated great change for the state, which had largely denied women’s
formal participation in politics, not to mention its physical political structures. These
women hoped that one day “Liberty” would not be the only woman upholding “Wisdom,
Justice, and Moderation” at the state capitol building.2
McLendon’s speech is as provocative as it is revealing. Her speech reflected
resentment that all men, including African-Americans, enjoyed the privilege of the
franchise, while all women were denied that right. Perhaps McLendon underscored the
1
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inclusion of black men in Georgia’s electorate to emphasize the wrong she felt was
committed against herself and other elite white women in the state. McLendon and her
fellow suffrage sisters represented the “respectable,” white tax-paying citizens of the
state, but the laws of the land barred them from full political participation on account of
their sex. If black men could be afforded entry into the state capital for legislative
purposes or otherwise, McLendon certainly felt that elite white women deserved the same
privilege as well as full voting rights. Yet, her speech indicated a certain sympathy for
black women as well. McLendon did not delineate between rights that should be
accorded to black or white women; rather, she spoke of women’s suffrage as a class
issue, a concern for propertied women, “both white and black.”
McLendon’s speech reflected the nebulous racial temper of the late nineteenth
century South. In Georgia and elsewhere in the region, a rising black professional class
had emerged after Reconstruction, achieving a considerable margin of success in light of
their previous conditions under a slave society. Their achievements were a particular sore
point for white southerners seeking to shore up racial hierarchy. At the same time, in the
early 1890s, the success of the Populist movement in parts of the South produced some
tentative alliances between non-elite whites and African-Americans. By the 1880s and
1890s, railroad segregation and widespread lynchings indicated that white southerners
were pursuing dramatic efforts to suppress black progress and cross-racial political
alliances. Attempts made to deprive African-Americans of their political rights ensued,
beginning in Mississippi in 1890. Disenfranchisement, however, was not a foregone
conclusion in Georgia at the time of the 1895 NAWSA convention in Atlanta. Several
states including Alabama, Mississippi, South Carolina, Tennessee and Virginia had
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passed voting restrictions, mainly in the form of poll taxes, which had prevented a
sizeable number of black citizens from voting. However, African-Americans still
exercised some political clout in several southern states, including Georgia. Women
suffragists across the nation had also referenced the issue of “taxation without
representation,” which best explains McLendon’s reference to the rights of taxpaying
black women. The rising tide of race antagonisms and a move toward more stringent
disenfranchisement measures in the South would fairly quickly cause white southern
suffragists like McLendon to adopt more racially conservative stances over their more
universal claims to equality. However, that path was not pre-determined—at least not in
Georgia in 1895.3
Still, the South in the 1890s was an unlikely place for a suffrage movement to
develop. Indeed, the women’s suffrage movement reached most of the South only during
its second phase following the Civil War. Before the war, the movement’s association
with abolitionism had made it difficult to rally southern women to “the cause,” and it
took the formation of a reform-minded consciousness among women in the 1890s for the
movement to take hold in the region. As they increased their participation in missionary
societies, the Women’s Christian Temperance Union, and other women’s clubs, a small
but notable number of southern women began to take up the suffrage cause in the late
nineteenth century. In Georgia, clubwomen formed the state’s first suffrage organization
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in 1890. Though this and other organizations represented an important step forward,
southern suffragists would face formidable obstacles in trying to achieve their aim of
women’s voting at a time when white political leaders throughout the South were
working to set new limits on the franchise.
Georgia was already pursuing disenfranchisement measures for its black citizens
when the suffrage movement first appeared in Georgia, but these policies became more
aggressive in the years following the 1895 NAWSA convention. This disenfranchisement
movement, which played out throughout other southern states as well, achieved its first
victory in Georgia with a cumulative poll tax passed in 1887. The measure proclaimed
that anyone who did not pay a poll tax would have to pay all back taxes before they could
vote in an election. The tax did much to limit the black vote in the state, but urban areas
still had a sizeable number of black voters at the polls. Thus began an urban movement
across the state to apply white primaries in cities, which culminated with the state’s
largest metropolitan areas, Atlanta, Augusta, Macon and Savannah, all implementing
white primaries over a twelve year period, from 1892 to 1904.4
Georgia’s politicians had effectively stymied much of the black vote with the
implementation of the cumulative poll tax and the white primary, but the
disenfranchisement movement continued. In 1899, Thomas Hardwick, protégé of famed
Populist leader Tom Watson, entered a motion before the General Assembly to
disenfranchise black men by means of a state law. The bill failed miserably with a 137-3
vote against it, which came mostly due to the Democratic Party’s aim to keep the black
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population formally enfranchised as a precautionary measure in case they needed the
black vote to defeat political opponents or challenge reform groups from within the party,
namely Populists. It would be eight years before the state’s politicians would have a
change of heart over the issue of state-sanctioned black disenfranchisement, when rising
racial tensions finally came to a violent, bloody head with Atlanta’s infamous race riot in
1906.5 The state’s push to unify the franchise certainly did not provide an encouraging
backdrop in which Georgia’s women would push for their right to vote. Nonetheless, a
modest and lively contingent of suffragists exerted considerable influence upon the
affairs of the state during the early twentieth century, in part by arguing that the woman’s
suffrage movement would strengthen rather than weaken the hand of white supremacy.6
Gender conservatism was also an obstacle to women’s suffrage in the South.
Throughout the 1890s and early 1900s, women in Georgia debated whether or not
suffrage efforts undermined the ideal of white womanhood predominating in the South
that promoted the woman’s place in the home. This ideal did not necessarily contradict
women’s involvement in politics or social reform; rather, it set boundaries on the
particular ways that women participated in such activity. In fact, women in Georgia and
the South at large participated in numerous political causes and won many battles for
social reform in the decades following the Civil War. Furthermore, southern women’s
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involvement in various clubs and public organizations provided invaluable training to
women who did take on the suffrage cause after the turn of the century. Causes such as
prohibition, child labor, health care, education, and age of consent laws mobilized
southern women from the “pedestal” into “politics” and afforded them a special
opportunity to venture out into the public sphere at an unprecedented level. Nevertheless,
a sizeable portion of southerners—men and women—believed that existing political
influence provided women a substantial and appropriate voice in government that
rendered women’s suffrage unnecessary.7
In this challenging context, however, there were women in Georgia who argued
that female suffrage was both appropriate and necessary. Most trace the beginning of this
fledgling suffrage movement in Georgia to the efforts of Augusta Howard, a resident of
Columbus. Howard, who had never met a suffragist or even read suffrage pamphlets,
drew her motivation to organize women for the vote from personal experiences. The
untimely death of her father had saddled her mother with exorbitant taxes that came with
no provision for representation in the government as a voter. Alluding to the
Revolutionary War’s ballyhooed issue of “no taxation without representation,” Howard,
like other nascent and elite woman suffrage activists, based her initial claims to the
franchise on the premise that propertied women who paid taxes deserved the full
privileges inherent in American citizenship regardless of their sex. 8
The injustice of “taxation without representation” prompted Howard to organize
Georgia’s first woman suffrage association in 1890 at her home, “Sherwood Hall.” The
7
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groups’ founding members consisted mostly of Howard’s own family members: her
sisters Claudia Hope Howard and Miriam Howard Du Bose, their mother Anne Jane
Lindsay Howard and a few other residents of Columbus were its only members for two
years. By 1892, the group had attracted a few more members including ones outside of
Columbus. Among the newest additions was Mary Latimer McLendon, an activist for
Georgia’s temperance movement, who by 1894 was presiding over a sister branch in
Atlanta that boasted forty members, including some men. These local groups became
known collectively as the Georgia Woman Suffrage Association (GWSA), which
affiliated with NAWSA.9
Though mainly the province of women, Georgia’s incipient suffrage movement
did attract some men who were sympathetic to the cause. In 1894, the year before the
Atlanta convention, the GWSA circulated a pamphlet titled, “Prominent Georgia Men in
Favor of Woman Suffrage,” which offered pragmatic reasons for female
enfranchisement. Such arguments rested on the idea that women were taxed but not
represented in government and that a female’s virtue and innocence would eradicate
many evils within the political system. Of the men quoted in the pamphlet, Major Charles
W. Hubner made one of the more matter-of-fact arguments in favor of women’s voting.
He declared that he “trusted [his] wife in the most sacred relationships and most
important duties of life” and saw no just cause to block her from performing her civic
duty. This endorsement among others led the women of the GWSA to believe that their
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state might be ready for more sustained suffrage agitation, and they set their sights on
bringing the national convention to Georgia.10
The 1895 convention meeting in Atlanta came about when Howard’s suffragists
finally convinced NAWSA that moving the annual meeting from its traditional location
in Washington, D.C. to the Georgian city would bring much needed publicity for the
woman’s right to vote in the Deep South. Personally, Howard hoped that the publicity
surrounding the meeting might positively impact the opinion of Georgia’s leading
newspapermen and politicians who had previously expressed strong opposition to female
enfranchisement or ignored the issue entirely. Indeed, when the convention met in
Atlanta, it did provide the stimulus in news coverage that Howard had wanted, as several
Georgia newspapers gave detailed accounts of the meeting’s proceedings and speeches.
The Atlanta Constitution and Atlanta Journal, for example, provided daily reports on
convention activities. Though most newspapers conveyed negative opinions toward
suffrage, the publicity at least attracted attention to the suffrage issue, which had been a
relative nonentity in most southern states.11
As they looked forward to the upcoming meeting, Georgia suffragists could
rejoice that a movement that had originated in the North and achieved great successes in
the West was finally coming to the South. Bringing much needed attention to the
women’s movement in the South, which had been relatively non-existent before the
1890s, the decision to hold the convention in Atlanta demonstrated that national
10
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organizers would not work solely outside the South in their efforts to achieve a national
amendment. As Marjorie Spruill Wheeler has argued, NAWSA’s leaders sought to
include the South in their campaign despite the region’s resistance to the issue, reflecting
a shift in strategy to focus on state-by-state individual legislation in the 1890s and early
1900s. Frustrated by their lack of progress with unresponsive and hostile congressmen,
NAWSA turned to individual states, using grassroots campaigns to gain state suffrage
victories that, they hoped, would render a federal amendment inevitable.12 Of course, the
convention represented a particularly important moment for suffrage in Georgia, as the
largest women’s suffrage organization in the world was going to convene in its state’s
capital. If suffrage would ever make inroads with Georgia’s reform-minded women and
men, reasoned McLendon and other Georgia suffragists, the convention was certainly the
best opportunity for it, and indeed, the 1895 NAWSA meeting would provide the impetus
for many of state’s clubwomen to join the suffrage cause to create a small but spirited
movement.13
NAWSA had never held its convention outside the confines of Washington, D.C.
before 1895, but it had shown an inclination toward this action. In 1892, the organization
set up a committee for the southern states with the hope that it might invigorate suffrage
sentiments in the region and persuade those whom Anne Scott referred to as “secret
suffragists” to come out of hiding. Then, leaders at the organization’s 1894 convention
broke with tradition and suggested that they convene in a different city for their next
12
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meeting. Upon this suggestion, contingents from Detroit and Cincinnati made strong
claims in favor of their respective cities, but Howard’s small group from Georgia
produced the most convincing argument. Howard addressed the convention stating:
You might hold thousands of conventions in Kansas or any other place
above Mason and Dixon’s line and you will never hear anything of it in
the South. The Georgia papers and the far southern papers still insist that
women do not want the ballot. Until you hold a convention in the South
and prove to them that this is not so, they will keep on saying it is. While a
great many of [the attendees in Atlanta] would come to laugh, many of
them would go away with NAWSA membership tickets in their pockets.
Moved by Howard’s speech, a member called for NAWSA to bring a “battle right into
the enemy’s quarters and make the Solid South a friend to woman suffrage.” National
suffrage leader Anna Howard Shaw also endorsed Atlanta, believing the choice would
improve the suffrage situation in the South. After a favorable vote, the convention
recognized Atlanta as the location for NAWSA’s 1895 convention. Thus, the
organization’s twenty-seventh convention would reflect the growing sentiment among
NAWSA’s leadership that they needed to bring about more widespread support for their
cause in the country, including the seemingly intractable southern states. The “Howard
girls,” as they were called by national officers, had successfully capitalized upon this
initiative within the organization.14
In the months leading up to the meeting, citizens of Atlanta expressed great
interest in the upcoming convention, but this enthusiasm did not necessarily reflect prosuffrage sentiment. The Atlanta Constitution reported that conventions provided a great
opportunity to enhance Atlanta’s image in the nation and world at large and that the
14
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revenue raised by such activities would boost Atlanta’s growing economy. The paper put
it bluntly, “They may not find suffrage among us, but they will find that our people will
gladly give them a hearing.” Furthermore, the attendance of internationally recognized
figures spurred curiosity in otherwise disinterested southerners who desired to catch a
glimpse of widely known female “celebrity” suffragists. Susan B. Anthony, for instance,
had only traveled to the South once before the meeting, and she had taken a less active
role in the opening and closing addresses of past conventions. However, in an effort to
drum up support for the incoming suffragists, NAWSA widely advertised several of her
speaking engagements that would take place over the course of the convention. The
organization had feared their decision to move their meeting to the South might
negatively affect attendance, and leaders knew Anthony’s widely recognized name would
draw large crowds.15
The publicity ultimately paid off. When the convention finally arrived on January
31, 1895, it attracted a packed house at Atlanta’s De Give’s Grand Opera House.
Completed in 1893, the site was the first Atlanta stage to boast incandescent lighting, and
it stood as one of the city’s more popular attractions. The decision to use this venue
seemed highly appropriate as it reflected Atlanta’s dedication to the “modern” and
“progressive,” a spirit the women wished to carry forth to their own cause. In the
audience one could find up and coming urban professionals like Atlanta Constitution
business manager, William A. Hemphill and his wife as well as Atlanta Journal editor
F.H. Richardson. The state’s first lady, Susan Atkinson, who later hosted a reception for
the visiting suffragists, also attended the meeting with her husband, Governor William
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Atkinson as a sign of welcome to NAWSA’s members. The convention’s chief
organizers, the Howard sisters, had refused any financial assistance from national
advisers in organizing the event, and they alone paid for its cost, which amounted to six
hundred dollars. Among other preparations, they commissioned a special banner that
hung over the speaking platform. It depicted the standing of suffrage in states across the
nation, with different colored stars conveying each state’s status. According to
NAWSA’s official report, “Wyoming and Colorado [the only states that provided
complete suffrage rights to women] shone with full and undimmed luster.” This banner,
accompanied by the national association’s flag and portraits of suffrage pioneers, Lucy
Stone and Elizabeth Cady Stanton, made for an inspiring backdrop.16
The convention began with speakers touting the reforms made by women in
suffrage states. Susan B. Anthony, presiding as NAWSA’s president, called Alberta C.
Taylor to the platform to speak on the successes made in Colorado on the legal age of
consent. Anthony’s choice of Taylor, an Alabama native and daughter of the state’s
former governor, Reuben Chapman, was a calculated one. She was a prominent southern
woman who could testify to the successes of woman suffrage before a southern crowd
that contained less than enthusiastic supporters for the cause. Furthermore, the age of
consent had long occupied Georgia’s women, who deplored the state’s rather
embarrassing status on this issue: Georgia’s law only applied to girls up to ten years of
age, the lowest of any state in the nation. The testimonial would be a shot in the arm of
those already on board with suffrage, while on the other hand serving as supporting
evidence for those ambivalent or opposed to suffrage that women could bring about
necessary moral reforms. An audience member called out, “Let it be recorded that the
16
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first bill introduced by a woman member in any State Legislature was a bill for the
protection of girls.”17
Convention speakers in turn linked local efforts to a worldwide movement for
women’s rights and progressive reform. Orators like Anthony urged the audience to align
with the growing number of suffrage supporters in the world, making the case for
women’s suffrage within a movement that viewed a suffrage victory in one area of the
globe as a step in favor of women in other nations. The reports on suffrage
advancements, for instance, treated “glorious” successes in New Zealand and Australia in
the same breath as those made in American states like Ohio and Idaho, speakers
connected this progress to achievements in the western United States. Speakers also
framed the fight for suffrage in terms of the language of civilization vs. barbarism, urging
southerners to join the presumably good, enlightened people of the West who did not
enslave women like the “backward” people of the Orient supposedly did. In doing so,
suffrage leaders adopted and expanded upon an increasingly powerful set of beliefs
linking the status of women to imperialist ideologies of racial and national supremacy, a
strategy that they presumably calculated would resonate with the identities and
apprehensions of their elite southern white audience.18
Indeed, convention organizers displayed considerable sensitivity regarding white
southerners’ ongoing efforts to limit the franchise along lines of race and class. At the
convention, NAWSA cautiously endorsed speeches promoting educational qualifications
17
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for voting privileges, even as they steered clear of the explicitly racist rhetoric that would
increasingly characterize the arguments of southern suffragists in the coming years. This
reflected an ongoing shift in the national organization’s strategy during the 1890s. Even
though suffragists in the earlier stages had appealed to lofty principles of equality and
justice for all human beings, the leaders in the national movement had increasingly
adopted a policy of convenience, advancing the cause of middle-class whites over
African-Americans and foreign born immigrants. Even convention speaker and noted
abolitionist Henry Blackwell advocated the use of educational requirements in
determining suffrage privileges. He noted that “two great bodies of illiterate citizens”
were present the in the country, as foreign immigrants raised concerns in the North while
African-Americans presented unease in the South. The policy was intended to allay fears
over the expansion of suffrage rights to certain “undesirable” elements of society—the
poor white immigrants flocking to Northern cities and the black population of the South.
Northerners and southerners alike could agree on certain terms of exclusivity for voting
rights.19
Suffragists worked hard to sustain local interest over the course of the convention.
They held meetings for state and committee reports every morning and afternoon, which
were well attended, but they reserved evening sessions for formal speeches in the hope of
reaching larger audiences. Speakers ranged from local organizers to nationally
recognized figures—Anna Howard Shaw and Carrie Chapman Catt made appearances in
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addition to the ones made by Anthony and Blackwell. The appearances of these highprofile suffragists at evening sessions and mass meetings over the course of the
convention did achieve a few converts to the woman’s cause. In fact, a single mass
meeting held under the auspices of the Atlanta Equal Suffrage League and Susan B.
Anthony won over thirty-four new members for the league. 20
The Howard sisters chose Carrie Chapman Catt to close the convention at the end
of the week in an attempt to draw a final large audience. Catt posited the need for
suffragists to pursue a more vigorous approach to recruitment and bring more
organization to the movement. “The size of our membership is not at all commensurate
with the sentiment for woman suffrage,” she added. Catt attributed this situation to early
efforts that sought to educate the public on the merits of woman suffrage rather than
encourage them to form effective organizational units within NAWSA. Instead, Catt
called for intense suffrage agitation in the form of putting forth suffrage amendments to
individual state legislatures and Congress. She believed suffragists had made enough
headway to sway sentiment favorably in a sufficient number of states that such a strategy
was appropriate.21
And so, Georgia suffragists could be proud of their achievement and hopeful for
the future in the wake of the 1895 convention. At the close of the convention, NAWSA
leaders passed several resolutions, including one that acknowledged the critical role of
the Atlanta press, which “added greatly to interest and attendance.” Indeed, the meeting
had brought together thousands of women and men devoted to suffrage cause as well as
hundreds of curious spectators; at a single meeting, suffragists reported having attracted
20
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forty new members, all of whom lived in the Atlanta. At the very least, the Atlanta
convention had enabled suffragists to accomplish their goal of getting the suffrage
conversation going in the South.22
Yet, in the years following the 1895 convention, the women’s suffrage campaign
did not take off in Georgia or elsewhere in the nation but fell into a period frequently
described by historians as a “doldrums.” This phase of depressed activity, lasting from
approximately 1896 to 1910, heavily impacted the South, as the movement was starting
to gain momentum there. In several cases, membership in southern state suffrage
organizations dwindled to just a handful of members or ceased to exist until revived in
the 1910s. The survival of those organizations that did persist depended on the efforts of
a few committed leaders to keep suffrage sentiments alive during the period. Events in
Arkansas illustrate an extreme case in point: after its leader Clara McDiarmid died in
1899, no one formed a new organization until 1911. Though less extreme, women in
Alabama and Mississippi also experienced particularly difficult times.23
Georgia suffragists fared better than most of their southern sisters, yet this period
was discouraging for them as well. They had received a considerable amount of publicity
due to the convention, but the exposure did not bring many new suffragists to the GWSA.
Georgia suffragists did not hold any statewide meetings until 1899 and experienced
frequent changes in leadership, having five different presidents following Howard’s
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vacancy from the presidency in 1895 until Mary Latimer McLendon took permanent
control of the organization in 1906. Certainly, the changes in the GWSA’s administration
did not provide any sense of stability for Georgia’s suffrage movement while it was
trying to gain momentum. However, the fact that the organization persisted while
sponsoring a few local functions from year to year was an accomplishment when
compared to the fate of other state suffrage movements in the South. These women did
not fall into total obscurity as the label of “doldrums” might suggest.24
Indeed, the sweeping claims for a doldrums period, while not inaccurate, have
tended to lead to reductive accounts that overlook significant activities that did take place
during this time. In fact, Georgia’s suffrage movement suggests contrary evidence to the
“doldrums” paradigm. Though activity did wane after the movement’s auspicious start,
Georgia’s suffragists made important strides in terms of political “training” during the
period in which they lobbied politicians to approve social reform legislation.
Furthermore, many of the ideas discussed at the Atlanta convention heavily influenced
the way Georgia suffragists fought for the ballot, providing both inspiration and a
strategic framework for the movement’s subsequent revival in the 1910s.
Georgia’s suffragists used a firm but cautious approach to promote their
movement in the late 1890s and early 1900s. The Atlanta convention had produced mixed
reactions in the state, which indicated that many Georgians were not receptive to the
amendment initiative Catt had promoted. In fact, only one paper in Atlanta, The Sunny
South, endorsed women’s suffrage in the wake of the convention. The publication even
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printed a lengthy letter from Mary Latimer McLendon, who tried to enlist women and
men to the cause by pointing out its inclusivity—the GWSA was non-partisan and not
affiliated with any particular religious denomination. Another organ, Milledgeville’s
Union Recorder, provided a hesitant endorsement, claiming, “We are not prepared to say
this will be best. But no backward steps will be taken in efforts to make the world better;
and a scheme that promises so fair will not remain untried.”25
Other papers put forth strong condemnations of the movement. The Cordele
Sentinel printed a mocking editorial that mused, “How these women do envy us men!”
while the Albany Herald remarked that the women of the NAWSA convention were
“leading forlorn hopes.” The Dawson News provided a backhanded compliment to the
suffragists, claiming that NAWSA composed “bright women on a very foolish mission.”
Still others questioned whether women even wanted the ballot, despite the fact that
thousands of women had just met in Atlanta to promote that very cause. One paper
remarked, “In Georgia the men are in favor of giving the women everything they want.
They don’t want the ballot, and say to the men, ‘keep your old britches, we don’t want
them.’” Even the state’s first lady questioned the extent of suffrage interest in the state. In
a letter published in the Atlanta Journal and the Union Recorder Susan Atkinson stated,
“When women earnestly do want the vote the men will not stand in their way.” She went
on to add, “When the women feel that it is to the interest of the country that they be given
the ballot, they will ask for it.”26
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Suffragists could not find support among those who supported women’s education
either. The ladies of the NAWSA convention had requested the use of the hall of
Georgia’s House of Representatives for the meeting’s last day on February 5th, but
Governor William Atkinson had refused on the basis that this would be
“unconstitutional.” Atkinson’s rejection came as a surprise since he had played an
instrumental role in establishing the first state woman’s college, Milledgeville’s Georgia
Normal and Industrial College (GNIC), in 1889. GNIC’s president, J. Harris Chappell
came out strongly against the suffrage issue as well, citing the national association’s ties
to abolition. Chappell became particularly enraged by NAWSA’s decision to honor
Frederick Douglass when he died in February of 1895.27
In light of these negative stances on suffrage, it was surprising that suffragists
could find support among even a few state politicians. Nevertheless, eleven months after
the convention, Fulton County’s Arnold Broyles introduced a bill in 1895 to Georgia’s
House of Representatives that would strike “male” from the state’s constitution. The bill,
which had been drawn by Charles A. Reid, a lawyer and member of the GWSA, was not
acted upon by the legislature. Similar measures came up in 1899 and 1900, but according
to Mary Latimer McLendon, they achieved “barren” results. The legislature did,
however, grant the GWSA the use of the hall of the House of Representatives for their
first annual state convention held in November of 1899. The women had achieved some
progress since Governor Atkinson’s refusal to do so just four years earlier.28
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Nevertheless, the relative lack of progress at the time influenced Georgia’s
suffragists to turn their efforts toward social reform legislation. While women’s voting
still remained their priority, suffragists in the state believed that the successes they
achieved on reform issues would serve as proof of the purifying influence of women in
politics and might convert people to their cause. Additionally, the issues with which they
took interest reveal underlying reasons why many women took up the suffrage cause in
the first place. Generally, most sought full property and wage rights for women and
resented the fact that they were taxed without representation in government as citizens
without full voting rights. These ideas, essentially associated with fairness and property,
extended to include other ideas of equality when suffragists advocated co-educational
universities and the inclusion of women into professional positions. Suffragists argued
that if bestowed with the vote, they could protect propertied women’s assets in a more
timely and efficient manner.
As early as 1895, Georgia suffragists made strong arguments for improved
property rights for women. They championed the cause of “equal pay for equal work”
and argued for greater gender equity for working women. These demands emerged in a
context in which increasing numbers of middle-class women were working for wages in
the wake of the economically ravaged and deprived state of the southern economy after
the Civil War. While the ramifications of the war forced some women into the wage
economy, others seized upon opportunities laid before them during the postwar era,
seeking personal fulfillment outside the home through education and work as teachers
and secretaries. As the rising numbers of women achieved new earning power, white
southern women grew increasingly distressed that the South’s laws did not adequately
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define their wages as their own property. Indeed, most southern suffragists represented
the viewpoint of propertied women who wanted their individual assets protected by
law.29
Georgia’s women pressed the wage issue before the General Assembly in 1895.
When the state’s Speaker of the House of Representatives, William H. Fleming attempted
to improve upon the state’s Married Woman’s Property Act of 1866, suffragists
expressed great delight. Fleming suggested that the law, which had provided property
ownership to wives, should expand to include their wages. His bill passed the House
mightily by a 98-29 vote, but it died when it reached the Senate. Additionally, suffragists
lobbied for a bill in 1898 that provided for police matrons in large cities. While it did not
pass in either house, Atlanta’s city council did create such a position with a salary of
forty dollars per month, but the position remained unfilled until 1901 and the salary
decreased to a rate of thirty dollars per month. 30
At its first annual statewide convention in 1899, the GWSA set out to organize a
more efficient political machine. Members agreed upon a six point agenda that they
would push before the General Assembly over the next decade. Their platform argued:
1. That the University of Georgia be opened to women.
2. That women be members of the boards of education.
3. That woman physicians be placed on the staff of the state insane
asylum.
4. That women be made eligible to the office of president of [Georgia
Normal and Industrial College].
5. That the “age of protection” for girls be raised from 10 to 18 years.
6. That girls of eighteen be permitted to enter the textile department of
the State Technological School.
29
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As a result of their lobby in the state legislature, suffragists saw four bills of interest
considered by the General Assembly in 1900 alone. Among these bills was a measure to
limit child labor as well as provisions related to item numbers one and six. The legislature
twice considered an “Age of Protection” bill wrought by Campbell County
Representative Charles S. Reid, but it failed to pass both times. The bill had proposed a
relatively modest change for the age of consent to rise from ten to twelve years old,
expecting that the fairly small increase would pass with greater ease. Representative Reid
speculated that his bill failed to pass because it did not propose a sufficient increase in the
ages protected. However, the legislature’s previous votes on the matter indicated that
legislators’ was an opposition in principle to the bill rather than its specifics.31
Indeed, the failures in the legislature had nothing to do with the specifics of the
bills at all. The reform measures suffragists pursued pertained more to urban middle-class
professionals than any other demographic in the state. Certainly, the onset of industry in
Atlanta had made the call for labor reforms, especially for women and children, more
pressing among the city’s urban elite. Therefore, it is not surprising that legislators from
Atlanta and its environs supported such reforms while those outside the city limits found
little use for them as their constituents had not faced the problems of an emerging
industrial society including wage labor disputes and the abuse of laboring children. 32
Suffragists gained support, whether direct or indirect, for some of their social
reform endeavors from other organizations. The State Federation of Labor inserted a
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strong endorsement of women’s suffrage to its platform and worked alongside the GWSA
to combat child labor in factories. The alliance with the organization further supports the
point that the suffragists’ campaign resonated with the concerns of urban-dwelling
reformers who wished to alleviate the mass of troubles attributed to industrialism. At the
same time, the state’s branch of the WCTU provided support for some aspects of the
suffragists’ agenda. Like the GWSA, the GWCTU submitted petitions to raise the age of
consent, although members sought an upper limit of twenty-one years instead of the
suffragists’ suggestion of eighteen. And while there were women like Mary McLendon
who worked for both the GWSA and GWCTU and their respective causes, the two
organizations did not typically share a symbiotic relationship.33
In fact, the suffrage issue created sharp divisions within Georgia’s WCTU branch.
Beginning in the 1890s, women of the GWCTU frequently debated the merits of women
suffrage at group meetings and state conventions. Many members supported women’s
voting as a means to enact temperance legislation, especially in the wake of General
Assembly’s repeated failure to do so. When the Assembly defeated a bill that called to
close saloons in Atlanta in 1892, some WCTU members began to believe in earnest that
suffrage might be the best route for their own agenda. Nevertheless, the issue came under
harsh attacks from many GWCTU leaders who saw suffrage as a distraction within the
organization.34
Bishop Warren Candler, president of Atlanta’s Emory University, led the most
virulent attacks against suffragist sentiment in the GWCTU. An ardent supporter of
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temperance for religious purposes, Candler believed suffragists in the WCTU were
leading the organization astray from its holy mission, and as a prominent community
leader, his opinion held great sway with its members. He became increasingly distressed
as President Mrs. William C. Sibley spoke favorably about suffrage in her appearances
around the state. WCTU President Frances Willard further frustrated Candler when she
inserted a women’s suffrage plank into the national organization’s platform even though
she did encourage local organizations to pursue paths that best suited their interests.
Nonetheless, Willard’s assertion that “the WCTU is doing no more important work than
reconstructing the ideal of womanhood” certainly did not sit well with the bishop.
Candler’s own wife became so wary of the apparent hold suffragists had on the
organization that she refused to attend the state convention in 1892.35
Candler eventually issued an ultimatum to the GWCTU on account of the suffrage
question: drop the issue altogether, or lose his support. In a letter to Sibley, Candler
remarked, “We [my wife and I] will not cooperate with the WCTU until the suffrage
business is stopped.” In addition to detracting from temperance concerns, Candler cited
women’s suffrage agitation as “unscriptural and sinful,” claiming that no proper woman
would ever desire to enter politics, the “rightful” province of men. Certainly, Candler’s
stance presented an awkward situation for Sibley, who personally wanted to advance
women’s suffrage but needed to keep Candler as an ally as well. She approached Candler
diplomatically, asserting that the organization had adopted neither favorable nor negative
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suffrage platforms, and she encouraged the bishop and his wife to speak to the
organization about their misgivings.36
Ultimately, Candler and his followers triumphed over the suffrage contingent in
the GWCTU, as the organization never endorsed women’s suffrage. Candler held an
estimable position in the southern religious community as a bishop of the Methodist
Episcopal Church, South and as an assistant editor to that organization’s widespread
publication, Christian Advocate. He held clout among religious circles of the South, and
suffragists did not want to antagonize such a powerful man nor a sizeable group of
Christians who had by and large supported their prohibition campaign. Candler’s
repeated threats to use this power and that of his brother, Coca-Cola founder Asa
Candler, to influence state politicians further substantiated their fears. GWCTU women
so resented Candler’s attack on their organization that they devoted lengthy sections of
the organization’s published history to his meddling. Nevertheless, though a strong
suffrage sentiment remained in the organization, the women in Georgia’s temperance
crusade batted down suffrage resolutions at several conventions in the 1890s, usually
carrying a 2:1 margin against the suffragists. Their task, the antis argued, was to combat
liquor interests as they posed a threat to the stability of home and family, which should
not involve women taking on politically active roles.37
This justification attracted a wide range of women to the WCTU, while suffrage
proponents remained on the defensive. Women in the WCTU felt more comfortable
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advocating reforms that they felt only affected the private sphere and thus did not
threaten to topple the southern patriarchal order. Women, viewed as caretakers of the
home, could feasibly assume a public role to fight for temperance legislation because
they were trying to preserve order in their own domain: the home and the family.
Suffragists, on the other hand, were believed by many to pose a threat to the gender order
in their attempts to gain political power outside the home, and their campaign presented
anxieties about the ramifications their movement would produce within the family itself
if it succeeded. Anti-suffragists hurled labels of “short-haired female agitators,”
“platform screamers,” and “Jezebels” at suffragists, who represented the “wrong sort of
woman,” whose willingness to flout gender norms made her anathema to the feminine
ideal held by most elite white southerners. In a letter to the editor of Milledgeville’s
Union Recorder, Augusta Howard mocked the anti-suffrage temperance women,
depicting them as politically impotent and attempting to turn the tables by portraying
their organizing tactics as noisy and obnoxious:
The [temperance] woman and the woman-suffragist evidently agree that
women have a right to entertain opinions on political matters. As to means
they are not agreed. The suffragist think [sic] that the proper mode of
influencing the decision of public questions is to go to the polls in a quiet
manner, deposit one’s ballot so that one’s opinion will be counted, and
return home . . . temperance women seem to think that the proper mode of
women’s influencing the decision of public questions is for them to parade
the streets in a body, sing their opinions at the polls, and then, after so
much noise, to go home without having one of those opinions counted.
Temperance organizers countered that once men “responded nobly” to the GWCTU’s
“appeals for home protection, there would be no necessity for the women of this country
to defend themselves at the ballot box,” reflecting their belief that a male presence alone
in politics could achieve their agenda without the enfranchisement of women. These
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tensions, rooted in conflict over gender, help to explain why a wider range of women felt
justified joining the temperance movement but less so the suffrage movement.38
Unlike suffrage organizations outside the region that had benefited from the
support of the WCTU, most southern suffrage organizations like the GWSA had to work
without the aid of this potentially powerful ally. Similar situations to the one in Georgia
arose in WCTU state branches across the South, in which temperance organizers shied
away from the suffrage issue due to the belief that it harmed their prohibition efforts.
Organizations in Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, South Carolina, and Tennessee, for
example, tried to disassociate themselves from the national WCTU endorsement of
woman suffrage. Their reactions ranged from indifference to outright rejection of the
organization’s approval of the cause. North Carolina’s WCTU voiced halfhearted support
for the suffrage campaign; it had a suffrage plank in its platform, but only two state
affiliations ever campaigned for the cause. All of these women drew significant support
from southern churches headed by male clergymen, who had not shown strong
inclinations toward supporting women’s rights. Consequently, the suffrage issue was one
many southern women of the WCTU wanted to avoid, at least in part because they did
not want to antagonize their powerful male allies in the fight for prohibition.39
The situation in Georgia’s WCTU certainly reflected the tactics of other southern
WCTU branches. Though many women in the GWCTU expressed discontent over
Candler’s meddling in the organization, only one WCTU state branch ever adopted a
38
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suffrage plank, and it was McLendon’s own group from Atlanta’s south side. The GWSA
had also extended friendly “greetings” through McLendon at the GWCTU annual state
convention in 1905, but her efforts ended in vain. Suffragists eventually found additional
support in 1907 when leading WCTU officials, Lula Barnes Ansley, Jennie Hart Sibley,
and Mrs. L.W. Walker joined the suffrage cause. Their affiliation came after the
temperance women had achieved a state-wide prohibition act in that same year, and their
decision in no way reflected a change in sentiment on behalf of the state WCTU.40
While debates on gender roles were highlighted by the division between
suffragists and anti-suffragists in the WCTU, issues of race composed an equally
important component in Georgia’s suffrage movement. Race tempered suffragists’
arguments from the inception of their campaign. In the days leading up to the 1895
NAWSA convention, Susan B. Anthony politely asked her friend and woman suffrage
ally Frederick Douglass to forgo the event in light of the convention’s unprecedented
appearance in the South. Anthony’s request reflected the strategy among NAWSA’s
northern leaders to move away from an abolitionist past toward a stance more compatible
with southerners. Georgia’s suffragists predictably welcomed Douglass’s absence as well
since their affiliation with a well-noted black man and abolitionist would have
undoubtedly destroyed their movement’s chances of gaining any momentum in the
state.41
Nevertheless, the leaders of the GWSA could not avoid the essential
contradictions between their efforts to expand suffrage and intensifying efforts to restrict
access to the polls in Georgia. Initial disenfranchisement measures of a poll tax and the
40
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white primary in major cities had discouraged many black citizens from voting by the
mid 1890s, but the state lagged behind other states in the South, which had implemented
far more rigorous and extensive suffrage restrictions from 1889 to 1903. Every other
former state of the Confederacy had employed a poll tax and at least another statewide
restrictive suffrage measure during this time, but Georgia’s only statewide restriction was
a poll tax.42
As proponents of an all-white franchise pressed forward, the turning point came
in 1906. That year’s gubernatorial race pitted Atlanta Constitution editor Clark Howell, a
conservative Democrat, against Hoke Smith, a progressive who received the highly
coveted backing of the highly influential Tom Watson. Watson, who had previously
sought out black voters in his own Populist campaign, had since abandoned this strategy
in favor of one that advocated black disenfranchisement completely and agreed to back
Smith if he would insert such a measure in his platform. Both candidates played upon
race antagonisms, but Smith proved the best at stirring up fears of “Negro Rule,” which
referenced the emergence of a black elite in cities like Atlanta that allegedly threatened to
topple the white-dominated social order. Smith’s landslide victory in the election
intensified racial animosities throughout the state, which contributed to Atlanta’s
infamous race riot in September of 1906.43
The race riot prompted significant legislation in the General Assembly’s 1907
session. Newly elected Governor Smith carried forth his disenfranchisement platform by
42
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passing a constitutional amendment that privileged voting requirements upon the
fulfillment of one of five qualifications. The qualifications entailed a “grandfather
clause,” poll tax, property requirement, “understanding clause,” and a “good character”
character clause, which intended to reassure poor whites who could not meet the other
qualifications that they would remain enfranchised. The riot had also increased support
for prohibition, as many pinpointed black access to alcohol as the primary cause of the
riot. Rather than identifying woman suffrage as a potential remedy for this problem,
however, Georgia politicians emphasized white women’s vulnerability and need for
“protection.” Urban politicians repeatedly pointed to the need to defend white women
against the alleged threat posed by drunken black men. The GWCTU added their voice to
the growing chorus, petitioning the legislature to act favorably on prohibition in light of
“several outrages [that] had been committed by negroes upon unprotected white women.”
Hostilities in the aftermath of the race riot encouraged the speedy approval of statewide
prohibition in 1907, a measure that reinforced rather than challenged male authority and
female dependence. 44
Other efforts at progressive reform were similarly entangled in racial politics,
although the context of Jim Crow worked against Progressive goals more often than not.
Like other white southern reformers, Georgia’s suffragists aimed their agenda at
improving the conditions of the white working class with measures targeted toward
enacting legislation concerning child labor, mandatory education, and the age of consent.
Even though the intent of such proposals targeted whites as a means of shoring up white
supremacy, the General Assembly often batted down such measures in light of potential
ramifications for the black citizenry. Education reforms similarly failed to pass due to the
44
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fear that blacks might “exploit” them for their own edification. The General Assembly’s
argument against raising the age of consent was particularly troubling; its members
opposed the reform because it would expand protection to young black girls as well.
Southern white Progressives worked hard to connecting their reforms to advancements in
white supremacy. The task was particularly daunting for suffragists who had to reconcile
their movement, which was predicated upon ideas of expanding rights, with ongoing
efforts toward exclusivity, and who also sought to alter a gender order that was
commonly understood to be a cornerstone of Jim Crow.45
In light of all their failures, it seems somewhat remarkable that Georgia
suffragists pressed on in their efforts, but press on they did. One source of hope and
optimism for suffragists who struggled locally was their perception of worldwide
momentum on their side. As evidenced by the speeches at the 1895 Atlanta convention,
suffragists increasingly felt it advantageous to express their “solidarity” with the women
of the world who also sought voting rights. Recent scholarship suggests that women
across the globe saw their situation as one connected to that of other women, and they
created worldwide organizations such as the International Woman Suffrage Alliance to
provide forums for exchange and support. National suffrage leaders believed that gains
made in Australia, New Zealand, Great Britain and its territories rendered “the suffrage
battle nearly won.” They gained strength and encouragement from across the globe as
they struggled to move their own cause forward. In light of their frustrations at the local
level, Georgia’s suffragists sometimes drew upon this international conversation for
inspiration and to advance their own cause. Inspired by suffrage victories in New Zealand
and Great Britain in addition to those in western United States, they used these successes
45
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to justify their own claims to the franchise. “Suffrage [was as] sure as [the] rising sun,”
they argued. Mary McLendon echoed this sentiment in the Atlanta Constitution, referring
to woman suffrage progress in Australia, Canada, Great Britain and New Zealand, she
asserted, “With resistless force, it will sweep over the entire union.”46
Yet, Georgia’s suffragists, like other southern suffragists, understood that the
peculiarities of the South would dictate that their movement assume a politically
conservative route. Certainly the rhetoric of their movement contained expansive notions
of citizenship within it, but suffragists understood the South had a long tradition of
eschewing inclusive politics. Indeed, in their attempt to advance their own cause they cast
the international woman suffrage campaign as a solution to both international and local
problems concerning race. Suffragists cited women’s rights advancements in countries of
“Anglo-Saxon” heritage as examples of a growing trend toward international white
supremacy. Southern women found these connections especially enticing as a vision of
woman suffrage that rested upon the white privilege to govern could “[walk] hand in
46
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hand with Jim Crow,” thus allowing women space in political activities that could
reinforce rather than undermine the continued subordination of southern blacks.
Georgia’s suffragists responded to the obstacles presented by race anxieties by claiming
that their movement was one that was working to uphold white supremacy not only in the
South but around the world. 47
The ways in which this ideological framework played out in the 1910s when
Georgia experienced a resurgence of suffrage activity will be the basis of the following
chapter. Debates over gender, race and class ensued just as they had in incipient stages of
the suffrage movement, but suffragists faced stronger organized opposition when antisuffragists initiated a movement of their own to counteract that of the suffragists. Despite
the surge in their opposition’s ranks, Georgia’s suffragists were finally able to make
woman’s voting a frequent yet hotly contested issue in the General Assembly.
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CHAPTER 2
Momentum Gained and Lost:
Suffragists, Anti-Suffragists and the General Assembly, 1913-1916
Considering the odds, Georgia’s suffragists weathered their “doldrums” period
relatively well. From 1895 to the 1910s, they consistently held meetings and distributed
pamphlets, hoping that their visibility alone would attract additional supporters. Unlike
some southern suffrage sisters, their organization never disbanded, and Georgians more
capably handled changes in leadership. Nevertheless, the GWSA had less than a hundred
members as of 1912.1 Suffragists had spent much of the first decade of the twentieth
century trying to attract a sufficient number of adherents to form a movement that could
demand genuine consideration from Georgia’s General Assembly, but these efforts
largely failed—at least locally. A small number of suffragists pushed on, however, even
as there was little evidence to suggest that they would ever achieve their aim.
This chapter will explore the social undercurrents that influenced Georgia’s
suffrage movement as it moved further into the twentieth century. A number of forces
came to a head during the 1910s, and acted as a detriment to the suffragists’ cause. A
discernable rural-urban gap opened, pitting progressive reformers in the city against more
traditional conservatives in the countryside, and the suffrage movement became
entangled within a power struggle among the state’s legislators. Suffragists also
contended with southern anxieties concerning the increasing prominence of the “new
woman,” who circumvented the existing southern ideal of separate male and female
1
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spheres by pursuing a public life. Issues on race worked to suffragists’ disadvantage as
well; an invigorated and organized opposition movement repeatedly used Lost Cause
rhetoric, connecting the proposed Nineteenth Amendment to the Fifteenth Amendment,
which had enfranchised black men during Reconstruction. With these forces at work,
suffragists often became discouraged over the lack of progress they made at home, and
they looked to sweeping suffrage victories in the nation and abroad to gain hope that their
movement would eventually achieve victory.
Georgia’s suffragists found reasons for hope as they surveyed the national
political landscape of the 1910s. At the national level, Progressivism was in full swing,
and an invigorated leadership initiative by NAWSA President Carrie Chapman Catt had
begun to make inroads in both state and national campaigns, indicating a revival of the
movement across the nation. This revival, however, coincided with an intense period of
conflict in the South. Most of the underlying societal tensions could be attributed to
southerners’ efforts to shore up race, class and gender power structures even as they tried
to refashion the old South into a new one. Pushing for a major social reform like
women’s suffrage thus became entangled with an ongoing counter-effort to bring stability
to a region that had endured—and continued to undergo—much change.2
Arguably the most dramatic changes resulted from efforts to transform the
southern economy. An unprecedented wave of industrial capital flooded the region as a
part of an endeavor to build a “New South” less dependent on monoculture-based
farming production, which had stagnated, particularly due to falling cotton prices. In the
1880s, nascent southern industries had begun to take root. Railroad, factory and mill
2
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construction all experienced a boom in the late nineteenth century, and thousands of
tenant farmers abandoned the countryside for a chance at prosperity in the city.
Consequently, urban growth coupled this industrial expansion. By 1910, 20 per cent of
the South’s population lived in urban areas. Birmingham grew a whopping 4200 per cent
from 1880 to 1910, while Memphis nearly tripled its population and Richmond and
Nashville more than doubled theirs. In Georgia, Atlanta’s population increased 72
percent between 1900 and 1910, while Augusta, Macon and Savannah also experienced
unprecedented growth yet to a lesser degree.3
Rapid industrialization had brought people together physically, but unprecedented
population growth had placed a tremendous strain upon cities. Budding southern
progressives had a number of concerns to occupy their reform agendas, including city
management, political corruption and labor abuses. Urban living presented a host of new
problems, but life in the countryside offered its own disadvantages. In fact, most southern
cities and towns experienced a higher level of prosperity than rural areas. In Georgia,
farmers earned less than half of the income of non-agricultural workers in the state. Even
factory workers, who earned considerably low wages in the South, fared better than their
rural counterparts, and they also had access to progressive-era social reform programs
that generally eluded the countryside. Indeed, a sizeable gap in prosperity grew up
quickly between the state’s urban and rural populations. These disparities and increasing
focus on city boosterism in Atlanta left many in the countryside feeling like the state’s
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“have-nots,” believing that the city’s progressive agenda had superseded their
conservative values and rural interests in state affairs.4
One of the more troubling developments for traditional conservatives and many
urban reformers concerned the emergence of the “new woman” in the city. Industrial
expansion afforded new opportunities to southern women and contributed to their
expanded public profile in the twentieth century. In Atlanta, a variety of jobs became
available to women, including positions as secretaries, store clerks, box makers, textile
workers, washerwomen and prostitutes among many others; the influx of women into the
wage economy grew so steadily in the 1910s that more than forty per cent of the city’s
female population over the age of sixteen would be working for wages by 1920.5 While
the city’s poorer working class normally took these positions, more elite women found
opportunities outside the home as professionals, most notably as teachers. These women
also found fulfillment outside the private sphere by advocating city reform and forming
organizations that promoted urban health, sponsored social welfare programs for the
poor, and combated citywide vice. Women’s involvement in these progressive reforms
and their collective grouping in large cities proved critical to the revival of southern
suffrage efforts, as suffragists could pull from a large mass of women who had honed
effective organizational and political lobbying skills while working for other social
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reform groups.6 The state’s traditional conservatives, however, deemed the increased
visibility of urban women as a sign of the problems of industrialization and modernity, as
Atlanta’s women were increasingly subverting the southern concept of an ordered society
that relegated women to a private sphere. The presence of these “new women” thus
signaled a loss of control for many conservative southerners who fought for a
revitalization of southern patriarchy by opposing expanded women’s rights.7
While many white southerners grew agitated over the apparent loss of control
over southern women, they also feared a loss of control over African-Americans. Though
many southerners felt they had solved the “negro-question” through segregation and
disenfranchisement measures, others still doubted whether these precautions would keep
white supremacy intact in the 1910s. Some perceived a rising tide of black empowerment
in developing African-American owned and operated business that provided support to
black communities. The outbreak of World War I prompted the Great Migration of
hundreds of thousands of blacks from the South to industrial hubs of the North (and from
the rural South to urban South) that offered both financial opportunities and chances to
escape southern oppression. Furthermore, the emergence of W. E. B. Du Bois and the
NAACP as the most influential forces within national black leadership inspired further
racial uplift and aggressive attacks on segregation. Black activities during the period
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indicated a more powerful, more resistant force working against southern white
supremacy.8
White fears of black empowerment appeared in a number of manifestations. Black
migration deprived the South of a significant portion of its rural agricultural labor force.
White southerners expressed resentment toward northern industrialists to whom they
attributed plots “to rifle the entire South of its well-behaved, able bodied Negro labor.”9
Their inability to maintain complete and total control over black movement undoubtedly
pushed some white southerners to maintain power by force, as lynchings occurred with
great frequency during the period with Georgia leading the nation in recorded
lynchings.10 At the same time, the newly formed NAACP encouraged increasingly
aggressive attempts at self-defense by blacks, which further compounded white anger and
fear over rising black militancy. In fact, the combination of rising black resistance and the
highly publicized Leo Frank case and lynching contributed to a renewed interest in a
second Ku Klux Klan, which organized in November of 1915 on the top of Stone
Mountain in Georgia. Just a few days earlier, the film The Birth of a Nation appeared in
Atlanta to great fanfare, which had also fueled renewed interest in the Klan. To whites,
the events of the period begged comparisons to the age of Reconstruction in which fears
over black power and mobility and a highly visible Klan permeated the South. 11
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Thus, as Georgia’s suffragists entered into the second phase of their movement in
the 1910s, they did so against a backdrop fraught with tension. These tensions, having
arisen in the context of significant change throughout the South, augured ramifications
for existing race, class and gender power structures, prompting many conservative
southerners to champion a return of the ways of the Old South. Consequently, the battle
for women’s suffrage in Georgia would be a difficult one.
In spite of these challenges, however, suffragists saw a surge in their ranks during
this period. Under the leadership of Mary McLendon, who was elected to the GWSA
presidency in 1906, the GWSA gradually expanded in the 1910s. GWSA nearly tripled
its membership from less than a hundred members in 1912 to approximately 250 in 1913.
In 1914 the organization exceeded 1,000 members, and it had established 11 subsidiary
branches by 1915. In a short time span of roughly three years, Georgia’s suffragists had
managed to accomplish a task they had set out do nearly twenty years ago with the 1895
NAWSA convention in Atlanta.12
The renewed interest in the state coincided with a revival of suffrage activity
throughout the South. Historian Marjorie Spruill has argued that the emergence of the
Progressive Movement alone provided the necessary impetus for this upsurge, but Elna
Green’s conclusions appear to apply most directly to the situation in Georgia. Green
argues that the rapid industrialization and urbanization of the South created a critical
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mass of reform-minded women from which the movement could pull adherents. She also
points to the invigoration of suffrage activities nationwide under the auspices of NAWSA
as providing the necessary stimulus for the movement’s revitalization. Rapid successes in
many western states aroused efforts throughout the rest of the country, including the
South. Washington, California, Oregon, Arizona and Kansas abruptly broke out of
lengthy “doldrums” periods by granting the vote within a three year period from 1910 to
1912. Building upon these successes, nearly every southern suffrage organization had
suddenly re-formed, reorganized or resurged by 1913. The achievements came after a
long drought in suffrage victories. Idaho, the last state to allow women the vote, had done
so in 1896.13
The appearance of new, more aggressive leadership on the national suffrage scene
sustained the reinvigorated the suffrage movement. Carrie Chapman Catt grew
increasingly influential in the organization and advocated more aggressive agitation than
the uninspired leadership of Anna Howard Shaw had. Catt, who eventually assumed the
reins of power when Shaw courteously stepped down from the presidency in 1915,
possessed a strong organizational acumen, which ultimately served to mobilize a
formidable army of women and men to the suffrage campaign. Her “Winning Plan,”
designed to petition for state and federal suffrage amendments simultaneously, attracted
suffragists throughout the nation who could feel a sense of accomplishment working
toward a national suffrage law even if their efforts at the state level were unsuccessful.14
13
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Local contingencies affected the surge in suffrage interest at this time as well.
Expanded educational and professional opportunities in the decades following the Civil
War had cultivated a new generation of white southern women, who embraced an attitude
of “nondependence.” These women flocked to cities in search of cultural and intellectual
fulfillment, entered the wage economy as clerks, teachers, factory workers, and domestics
and participated in reform-oriented organizations. The “nondependents” were among the
tens of thousands who contributed to Atlanta’s growth by 314 per cent from 1880 to
1910. The GWSA benefitted from the allocation of this critical mass of young, educated,
independent women in the city, illustrated by its spike in membership beginning in
1912.15
Among the thousands of new women attracted to Georgia’s suffrage movement,
suffragists particularly coveted the public endorsement of Rebecca Latimer Felton.
Felton, the seventy-seven year old widow of the prominent state politician William H.
Felton and sister of Mary Latimer McLendon, finally affiliated with the GWSA in 1912.
Having contributed regularly to southern newspapers including the Atlanta Journal,
Felton had achieved a considerable level of fame throughout the South. Southerners
appreciated her homespun wisdom and looked to her opinions on a variety of topics,
women’s suffrage included. After the 1895 NAWSA convention, newspapers speculated
what views “Mrs. Felton” held on suffrage. One publication added that if she did support
the cause “[her husband would] hear from her.” The addition of a local celebrity of sorts,
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certainly pleased the GWSA, and the organization presumably benefitted from Felton’s
notoriety due to the esteem in which she was held by many southerners.16
Felton in particular reflected the transition of the Old South into the New, as she
identified as an elite white southern woman but employed the rhetoric of the “new
woman” of the early twentieth century, which presumably attributed to her widespread
appeal. Indeed she embodied a paradox for the southern woman: she vigorously espoused
liberal reforms such as women’s suffrage, yet she voiced the most virulent defenses of
southern racism and promoted lynching as a means of social control. In a now infamous
speech at Tybee Island in 1897, she declared, “If it takes lynching to protect woman’s
dearest possession from drunken, ravening human beasts, then I say lynch a thousand a
week if it becomes necessary.” Her fiercely independent nature, central involvement in
her husband’s political campaigns, and concern for progressive reform legislation
contributed to her decision to become a suffragist. The fact that her sister had been active
in the suffrage movement since 1892 might also have contributed to her joining the
movement as well. 17
Felton’s decision to declare herself a suffragist offered hope to many in the
GWSA. Though she was hardly representative of a typical Georgia suffragist (her age
alone starkly contrasted with the young women who were flocking to the GWSA in the
1910s), her estimable position in the state as the wife of a well-known politician afforded
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the movement much needed publicity. Furthermore, her political clout with those of the
old planter aristocracy to which most suffragists did not belong, gave the movement
invaluable credibility. Though not a direct consequence of the GWSA’s sudden
revitalization in 1912, Felton’s decision to join the organization in that year would have
certainly contributed to the renewed interest in Georgia’s suffrage movement.18
The attraction of thousands of “New Women of the New South” to women’s
suffrage translated into a rash of new suffrage organizations to complement the GWSA.
The rationale behind the additional organizations was to diversify the constituency
lobbying politicians for change. Suffragists hoped that forming groups comprised of
people of varying professions and of varying locations would make their cause more
prescient throughout the state.19
The first organization of significance to form after the GWSA was the Georgia
Woman Suffrage League (GWSL), which formed out of the Atlanta Civic League in
1913. Frances Smith Whiteside, a high school principal and sister of the prominent
Progressive politician Hoke Smith, served as the organization’s only president.
Capitalizing on an opportunity to draw upon Atlanta’s rising population of reformoriented middle class professionals, Whiteside founded the GWSL entirely on the
premise of organizing working women and men in favor of woman suffrage into a single
organization. Having attracted a large number of teachers to join its ranks, the GWSL
sponsored contests for the best woman suffrage essays in local schools as a part of its
campaign to impress the importance of the women’s movement upon school-age
children. The Georgia Woman Suffrage League gained 500 members by 1914, but it
18
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attracted few followers outside Atlanta’s city limits; like its counterpart, the GWSA, the
league faced an improbable task of extending its base beyond urban, reform-minded
professionals into the rest of the state’s largely rural populations.20
Frustrated by their weaknesses outside of Atlanta, suffragists formed a third state
organization in 1914. The Equal Suffrage Party of Georgia (ESPG) arose among the
women who were dissatisfied with what they perceived to be the lack of organization and
efficiency in the state’s two existing associations. Accordingly, the ESPG pursued a more
expansive agenda than its predecessors had. Under the leadership of Atlanta’s Emily
McDougald, who served as the organization’s president during its entire existence, the
ESPG extended the women’s campaign outside of the suffrage-friendly confines of
Atlanta by creating thirteen regional branches in prominent cities.21 Each branch elected a
president who simultaneously functioned as a representative on the organization’s
Executive Board. Under the directives of the Executive Board, the ESPG circulated
thousands of pamphlets, books and printed speeches, and local women raised funds for
education campaigns that used parades, plays, movie slides and student essay contests to
reach broad sections of local populations. By 1915 the organization attracted nearly 2,000
members. 22
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Though most suffrage organizations in the state comprised mostly women,
Georgia did attract male woman suffrage advocates in the 1910s. Leonard Grossman.
Grossman, a bright young attorney from Atlanta, was the most important of these male
allies. He provided legal counsel to both the Georgia Woman Suffrage Association and
the Equal Suffrage Party of Georgia and helped draft suffrage bills to be introduced in
hearings of the General Assembly. He canvassed the state for male advocates of female
suffrage as well. His efforts culminated with the formation of the Georgia Men’s League
for Woman Suffrage in 1913, which served as an important symbolic gesture to the
women of the state. Like the GWSA and GWSL, the organization gained most of its
members from Atlanta while attracting only a few members outside the more liberal
leaning city, but interest in the Men’s League always appeared vulnerable. Mary
McLendon and Grossman even discussed how they needed to get the organization in
place before “interest die[d] out.”23
Despite the meager success of the Men’s League, Grossman provided legal
assistance to Georgia’s suffragists as they resumed what had been a tenuous relationship
at best with the General Assembly in 1913. Hoping to capitalize on the fortuitous surge in
the GWSA membership, suffragist organizers requested the opportunity to hold hearings
at the state capitol to coincide with the organization’s annual convention. Their initial
appeal asked permission to use the Senate’s chambers for an evening program of
speeches related to the “Scope of Elective Franchise.” The program’s aim was
educational, as suffragists had intended to teach public audiences the importance of
voting and good citizenship. Yet, several senators vehemently reacted to the request,
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believing that the measure’s sole purpose was to promote the woman’s right to vote.
Senator William Weldon Stark of Banks County led the opposition against the proposal
and suggested that the request to use the Senate’s chambers be tabled indefinitely. Upon
this request, Senate President J. Randolph Anderson called for a vote on Stark’s proposal,
and the motion won by a vote of twenty to seven.24
Angered by the lack of consideration given to the organization’s request, Mary
McLendon, Grossman and GWSA treasurer Amelia Woodall demanded an explanation
for the Senate’s action. Having been present for the proceedings, McLendon embarked
upon the Senate floor and called for Stark to rationalize his outright rejection of their
program. Stark curtly responded, “I have absolutely no sympathy with your cause” to
which McLendon retorted that he had made a grave mistake in judgment. The senator
continued the exchange with an indignant rejoinder: “Maybe Christ made a mistake when
he appointed twelve apostles and didn’t make six of them women. Now don’t you think
there ought to have been at least one woman in the place of Judas Iscariot?” Enraged over
Stark’s challenge, McLendon briskly departed from the Senate floor and immediately
pursued other venues for the GWSA convention hearings.25
McLendon turned her focus to the Georgia House of Representatives. She found
allies in Fulton County’s John Y. Smith and R. B. Blackburn, who agreed to introduce
resolutions for the convention’s request before the House chamber. Although she was
grateful for another opportunity to advance the woman suffrage cause, McLendon
certainly did not enjoy pandering to male state politicians, as she deemed such actions
24
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embarrassing and insulting. She found it “indeed pitiful that women have to beg men for
such favors as this. Elected by men, the average Georgia legislator seems to be afraid that
the women might rise against them, so they keep their heels on women’s necks.”26
Ultimately, suffragists won a marginal victory in their battle to use the state
legislature’s facilities. Following the lead of the Senate, the House sharply opposed
Representative Smith’s resolution; however, another measure arose in the Senate when
Whitfield County’s Senator Malcolm Connor Tarver, having tired of the debacle,
motioned to have the Senate Committee on Halls and Rooms decide the final outcome of
the issue. Surprisingly, many senators supported this action because they felt that they
had submitted their previous votes too hastily; they had not understood that the request to
use the Senate chambers was not meant to bring up a vote on whether the senators
actually supported women’s suffrage when the request from the suffragists was only one
of many made by various citizens who wished to use public space for meetings. 27
Another surprise arose when the House introduced a similar measure allowing
suffragists the use of its chambers. The body unanimously adopted this motion, which
presented yet another venue for the suffragists to hold their meeting. Nonetheless,
suffrage supporters did not consider the sudden turn of favor a success; Georgia’s
legislators had clearly demonstrated their opposition to the idea of female suffrage and
only reversed their initial decision once they understood that they were ruling on a simple
request for the use of a public facility. McLendon’s troubling encounter with Senator
Stark and the fury with which a majority of the General Assembly had responded to the
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GWSA’s program had provided a valuable lesson to suffrage supporters. The Senate’s
quick refusal to even consider their program of speeches demonstrated that the movement
faced a long, uphill battle to convince Georgia’s legislators of the worthiness of the
cause. Whatever faint hope that suffragists might have held regarding the sympathies of
Georgia’s politicians seemed to fall apart abruptly on the floor of the Senate chamber. 28
Nevertheless, suffragists did not let the legislators’ actions deter them from
bringing their cause before the Georgia General Assembly in 1914, but they had to
contend with an additional obstacle—a newly formed anti-suffrage organization, the first
in the state. While most pro-suffrage organizational efforts gained momentum in the early
1910s, a contingent of Georgia’s more conservative women mobilized in response to the
surge in suffrage interests. In May 1914, the Georgia Association Opposed to Woman
Suffrage formed in Macon and grew to be one of the largest and most powerful antisuffrage organizations in the South. Its President, Caroline Patterson of Macon, boasted
that the organization had grown to 2,000 members scattered in ten branches across the
state in approximately three months. Though Patterson held the presidency, the group’s
most effective and notable leaders were Eugenia Dorothy “Dolly” Blount Lamar and
Mildred Rutherford. Lamar and Rutherford represented the state’s strain of more
politically conservative women who advocated a return of the traditions of the Old South.
Both espoused the tradition of the Lost Cause, which proved to be the single most
difficult obstacle for women’s rights achievements in the postbellum South. Among their
deepest concerns were the rising prominence of the South’s “New Woman,” whom they
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believed posed the greatest threats to the South’s traditional social hierarchies concerning
gender, race and class.29
Examining Lamar and Rutherford’s backgrounds provides insight into the types
of women who fought against the woman suffrage campaign. Lamar, the daughter of
James Blount, a U.S. congressman and leading planter in middle Georgia, experienced
the life of the state’s well-to-do. She attended Macon’s Wesleyan College and Wellesley
Women’s College in Massachusetts, and upon her return to Georgia, she married
businessman Walter Lamar. Lamar devoted much of her adult life to club work; she held
memberships in the YWCA and the Georgia Federation of Club Women, but she
undeniably enjoyed her time with the United Daughters of the Confederacy the most.
Serving as the President of Georgia’s UDC chapter, she worked tirelessly to revive the
image of the Old South through her promotion of the Lost Cause.30
Lamar’s work with the Daughters brought her the acquaintance of Mildred
Rutherford. Rutherford, a resident of Athens was reared in the traditions of the
antebellum South from birth. Her father Williams Rutherford and uncles Howell and
T.R.R. Cobb belonged to the state’s elite planter class, and she attended finishing school
at the prestigious Lucy Cobb Institute, where young southern girls received a
combination of academically rigorous coursework and lessons in subjects that would
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enhance their gentility. Upon graduation, Rutherford pursued a career as a teacher and
returned to Lucy Cobb in 1880 to serve as its principal. A pupil of history and literature,
Rutherford also issued numerous publications that purported to “correct” southern history
and vindicate the southern way of life, which she and many southerners felt had been
much maligned in the wake of the Civil War. The passion with which she pursued these
efforts earned her the positions of lifelong historian of Georgia’s UDC division and
historian-general of the national UDC from 1911 to 1916.31
Anti-suffragists like Lamar and Rutherford represented the voice of women from
the rural-based planter elite who had little concern for urban reform efforts that attracted
many suffragists. In fact, they were illustrative of a persistent ambivalence toward
changes characterized by the “New South.” Rutherford proclaimed in a 1912 speech that
“there is no New South. The South of today is the South of yesterday remade to fit the
new order of things. And men of today and the women of today are adjusting themselves
to the old South remade.” She like other women of the Lost Cause waged a war of
vindication during the late nineteenth and early twentieth century as they endeavored to
transplant Old South traditions into a frequently changing southern world.32
Two issues that became frequently intertwined within the Lost Cause agenda were
gender and race. Groups like Ladies’ Memorial Associations (LMA) and the UDC had
31
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impressed upon southerners the necessity of white women returning to the southern
feminine ideal of a woman atop a pedestal to revive the spirit of defeated Confederate
men and put women firmly back into their “rightful” place in the home. The Civil War
had indeed prompted much change in gender, as it propelled many white southern women
with the opportunity—or necessity—to take on new roles in southern society, which
some historians have contended led to the emergence of the “New Woman” in the South
both during and after the war. Yet, conservative southerners argued for the return of the
“lady,” and portrayed the “New Woman,” as anathema as she represented the familiar
and orderly traditions of the Old South.33
Lost Causers saw the expansion of black rights during Reconstruction as another
devastating consequence of the war. They frequently alluded to the Fifteenth Amendment
as a punishment inflicted upon them by northern outsiders, who had wreaked havoc in the
southern social order by empowering black males. Without black men under the control
of white males, advocates of the Lost Cause claimed that the sanctity of white
womanhood, which formed a crucial part of white southerners’ sense of an orderly world,
was in danger, especially in light of increasing black militancy during the 1910s. In order
to return to the stability of old, men and women of the Lost Cause argued for the shoring
up of white supremacy, which required bolstering white patriarchy. Such arguments
placed southern suffragists in a difficult position as they pushed for change; they had to
make conscious efforts to appear in line with “traditional southern values” if they had any
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chance at all of successfully attaining the vote, yet their opponents rightly identified
suffragists as a force for change over continuity.34
The prodding of anti-suffragists combined with the memory of their prior failures
to enact progressive reforms near the turn of the century prompted suffragists to
increasingly adopt a policy of expediency in relation to race issues. It is difficult to
surmise whether race-baiting reflected suffragists’ beliefs or strategic measures. Certainly
one argument for expanding suffrage rights rested on principles of universal equality;
however, such arguments had never been dominant in the South. Whatever their personal
beliefs, suffragists demonstrated their willingness to promote the continued subordination
of black citizens, as they endeavored to advance their cause to Georgia’s politicians.
Moreover, there is no evidence whatsoever that the majority women involved in
Georgia’s movement shared the ideologies of egalitarian liberal-minded reformers who
were among those who fought for equal rights elsewhere. Ultimately, Georgia’s
suffragists’ race-baiting most likely reflected individual and collective racist beliefs as
well as a savvy campaign strategy.
Throughout the 1910s, Georgia’s suffragists argued that the extension of the vote
to white women would help maintain white rule. Suffragists connected the right to vote to
intelligence and morality, traits they believed had been conferred upon and reserved for
only white people. Frequently, these visions transcended regional and national borders, as
a transnational belief that whiteness privileged Anglo-Americans for world domination
arose in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. These connections expressed
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larger solidarities among whites across the globe who viewed race as key to power and
control.35
If given this political power, suffragists argued that white women would help
maintain the interests of “white civilization.” For example, Mary McLendon commented
upon the insult of “negro men, our former slaves” having the vote, while upstanding
southern women did not have the franchise. Furthermore, Leonard Grossman repeatedly
attempted to assuage the prevalent fear that women’s suffrage would usher in black
enfranchisement by arguing that Georgia’s white primary would successfully bar any
black woman who might try to vote. Grossman’s appeals explicitly stated that women’s
suffrage would ensure “white supremacy for a white man’s country.”36
Rebecca Felton, however, represented these broad visions of white supremacy
more than any other Georgia suffragist. In the wake of the United States’ increased
presence abroad, members of the suffrage debates such as Felton employed the rhetoric
of empire to promote their cause. In an article published in 1915 Felton conflated “white
blood” with freedom, a privilege attributed to the white woman by the blood of her
“Anglo-Saxon forefathers.” Voting, “the badge and synonym of freedom,” was
absolutely essential to the continued supremacy of the race of white people around the
globe whose whiteness better suited them for governing. This sentiment was not felt by
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Felton alone. Repeated connections among race, voting, and “civilization” were drawn by
those both for and against Georgia’s suffrage movement.37
Anti-suffragists built their arguments around the supposition that the extension of
voting rights to women would overturn restrictions for disenfranchised black voters. Such
an extension would undermine the men of white nations, whom they believed possessed
unique talents for government. Anti-suffragists argued that a feminine presence in voting
would debase “the integrity of the white race and the survival of white civilization” by
allowing the perceived “weaker sex” to participate in government. They concluded that
barring such measures would insure the sanctity of “white government.”38 Moreover,
suffrage opponents tied woman suffrage to the decline of two separate “civilizations,”
one being the United States, the other the South. In a speech before the Georgia
Association Opposed to Woman Suffrage, Eugene Anderson, a businessman of Alabama,
argued that women’s suffrage would give way to the black vote, which would destroy the
entire white race in the South and the nation. He added that Uncle Sam, the “modern
Samson,” and leading nation and “envy” of the world could not afford to “give Delilah
the shears with which to trim his locks and bring about the destruction of the temple.”39
Anderson’s speech reflected the prevalent fear that women’s voting would empower
African-Americans. It also reflected an association between civilization and a dominant
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white manhood, which necessarily precluded the value of women’s political
participation.40
The combination of organized and mobilized camps on each side translated into
frequent and contentious debates on the suffrage issue before legislative committees of
Georgia’s General Assembly beginning in 1914. As a general rule of procedure, both the
House and Senate Committees on Constitutional Amendments conducted public hearings
on the suffrage issue each time the General Assembly referred a bill to their respective
committees. Proponents and opponents of the issue had the opportunity to give speeches
before the members of these committees made their final recommendations to the
legislature. While members of each camp spoke eloquently and ably for their position,
the anti-suffragists proved most successful, particularly in their adept use of Lost Cause
rhetoric.
Hearings in the House of Representatives occurred on the sixth and seventh of
July, 1914, with a crowd of two hundred women present. The committee allowed the prosuffrage contingent led by GWSL President Frances Whiteside and GWSA President
Mary Latimer McLendon to deliver their speeches first. Whiteside initiated the
proceedings by claiming the recent successes of women’s suffrage in the nation as a
testament to its inevitability. She declared that suffrage would become law “in most of
the states in a few years” and that suffrage legislation currently pending in some states
could potentially give pro-suffrage states a 12 electoral vote margin over non-suffrage
states in presidential elections. McLendon used her time to expound upon Whiteside’s
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assertion. She claimed that pro-suffrage states would soon control 179 electoral votes and
that it would be in the best interest of Georgia to include itself in this sizeable voting
bloc. Lastly, suffragists anticipated that anti-suffragists would use their allotted time to
promote the prevalent fear that women’s suffrage would usher in black enfranchisement.
Consequently, they had Leonard Grossman express his legal opinion that Georgia’s white
primary among other voting qualifications would successfully bar any black woman who
might try to vote.41
Anti-suffragists applied a combination of arguments about gender and the Lost
Cause to advance their position. Dorothy Lamar delivered the first of two speeches by the
GAOWS. She represented the organization’s belief that “the disadvantage of political life
for women far outweighs any advantage that has ever been gained by such increase of the
electorate,” and that women should reserve their time for the “highest of all vocations—
wife and mother.” Mildred Rutherford followed Lamar and purported that the suffrage
movement had originated with “abolition women” in the North who had no
understanding of southern ideals and ways of life. Further substantiating this statement,
Rutherford noted that NAWSA Vice President Jane Addams, who had recently traveled
to Georgia to speak on behalf of woman suffrage, favored rights for African-Americans.
Rutherford added that Georgia’s suffrage bills, having no chance at passing, served the
interests of the proposed Susan B. Anthony Amendment, which would give the right to
vote to women of all races in every state of the nation. According to Rutherford, this
prospect represented “the greatest menace that has threatened the South since the days of
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reconstruction” because of its encroachment upon states’ rights. Anti-suffragists
effectively swayed the committee, which struck down House Bill no. 792 by a 5-4 vote.42
The breakdown of votes in the House committee generally speaks to the widening
gap between urban and rural ideologies during this period. Demonstrated by suffragists’
ability to gain converts more readily in Georgia’s cities than in the country, the suffragist
agenda as a rule did not coincide with the sensibilities of the more conservative sections
of the state. In fact of the four of the five negative votes from the House committee were
rendered by representatives hailing from counties that had overpowering majority rural
populations. Conversely, the representatives who supplied affirmative stances on the
suffrage bill served counties that had experienced either significant urban growth or rural
decline. Though the committee’s vote was close, suffragists continually found it difficult
to bring their to Georgia’s countryside.43
A similar fate occurred in the Senate’s Committee on Constitutional Amendments
just nine days following the House committee’s decision. In front of yet another large
audience, several women argued for and against the bill that would amend Section 3426
of Georgia’s Code. Lamar addressed the committee with a reiteration of the same
concerns she voiced before the House Committee while the pro-suffrage contingent
advanced an even more vigorous white supremacist stance than they had before the
House Committee.
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Mrs. Elliott Cheatham of the ESPG led off the proceedings. Referencing antisuffragists’ repeated attempts to connect a woman’s suffrage bill to black
enfranchisement, she explained, “Our opponents never seem to tire of bringing up the
question of the negro woman vote. If the state of Georgia enfranchises its women, the
state of Georgia will say which women shall vote, just as it says which men shall
vote…the equal suffrage bill allows every white woman to vote, and practically not a
single negro woman.” Rebecca Felton followed up on Cheatham’s speech by more firmly
pressing the “negro question.” She alluded to the senators’ collective sense of chivalry
and righteousness by observing, “I have no knowledge of any law that gives you liberty
to deny any right of citizenship to your mother who loves you. You will grant that she is
as good as you are. The Savior of mankind entrusted his own mortality to a woman. I
repeat it—you need the help we can give you more than we need the ballot. It lies in your
power to help [yourself] by helping us.” The “help” to which Felton referred was the
continued effort to maintain Georgia’s political conservatism, especially the
disenfranchisement of African-Americans, whom she believed threatened the very
sanctity of white womanhood. Felton went on to condemn Woodrow Wilson’s
appointment of an African-American to a judgeship and disparaged the favorable vote
given by southern politicians to confirm the appointment. 44
The committee permitted anti-suffragists to submit a rejoinder to the suffragists’
statements. Dorothy Lamar proclaimed that their opponents did not represent the values
of most southern women. She attributed the presence of woman suffrage advocates in the
South to an outside attempt to rid the region of its conservatism, claiming that the leaders
of the Progressive Party under Theodore Roosevelt, “that Bull Moose in the china shop of
44
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history, had their guns trained on the South to break it.” Previous arguments made by
Whiteside and McLendon on the political strength of suffrage outside the South fueled
her suspicions. Arousing white southerners’ memory of Reconstruction, Lamar also
warned the senators not to follow the path of equal suffrage, as it would once again bring
the South under the control of political outsiders. She recalled the fate of Governor
Charles J. Jenkins, who was deposed by a “negro legislature” during Reconstruction.
Lamar forced the issue further by recalling the historical memory of the era,
“Jenkins…was given a medal bearing the motto: In arduis fidelis. Gentlemen, when you
have piloted Georgia through the throes of this equal suffrage scheme, you will stand
worthy recipients of similar tributes.” In the end, Lamar and the anti-suffragists
prevailed; the committee members voted down the suffrage bill by a vote of 5-2 that once
again pointed to a urban-rural divide, as the senators who voted in the negative
represented districts of with overwhelming rural majorities while those in the affirmative
stance had constituents in expanding urban areas.45
The exchanges between the two suffrage groups carried into a heated public
debate following the General Assembly’s hearings in 1914. Anti-suffragists added a
veritable boon to their cause when James Callaway, editor of the newspaper the Macon
Telegraph, began to use his editorial column to fight against the state’s suffrage
campaign. Unabashedly privileging the viewpoint of anti-suffragists, he allowed Dorothy
Lamar and Mildred Rutherford ample space in the paper’s columns. To Callaway, the
women’s movement held dangerous potential: He claimed that “feminism is abhorrent to
the southern idea of home and society [and] proposes social revolution.” The unequivocal
45
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bias in the Macon paper did not go unnoticed by Georgia’s suffragists, who looked to
Rebecca Felton to fight Callaway’s smear campaign.46
On numerous occasions women throughout the state asked Felton to use her
position as an estimable public woman to combat anti-suffragists, as her notoriety
increased the likelihood that publications would print her statements. Emily McDougald
and Mary McLendon both enlisted Felton to represent their respective organizations in
speaking engagements throughout the state. Felton even appeared in the anti-suffrage
stronghold of Macon to deliver an address, an effort to overcome the antis clear
advantage there. Apparently, she won a few converts; Felton received a letter after the
speech stating, “I have never given suffrage any thought until I went out to hear you.”47
With the backing of the state’s suffrage organizations, Felton took on antisuffragists through the print media. Even Callaway respected her position enough to print
her rebuttals to his editorials in the Telegraph. In a published letter to Callaway, Felton
took particular issue with several articles published in the paper by Mildred Rutherford.
She demanded that Rutherford end her incessant efforts to draw connections between
women’s voting and the inclusion of black voters into the electorate since a majority of
suffragists did not want blacks to receive the vote either. She stated, “After the negro man
was enfranchised I should despise myself as a free born white women [sic] to be
classified as a Serf,” thus making clear that southern suffragists did not deem AfricanAmericans worthy of voting privileges. Furthermore, she criticized Rutherford for
46
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bringing up “dead issues of the past” over the “living” ones that concerned southerners at
the time. Reconstruction was as “dead as Hector,” Felton argued, and reviving its
memory accomplished nothing for the future.48
Also at this time, Felton published a widely read pamphlet, “The Subjection of
Women and the Enfranchisement of Women.” In the piece, she stated that if the antis
could stand for having voting privileges conferred upon black men without having the
ballot themselves, then there should be no need to “disturb their stagnant equilibrium.”
She further observed that if women like Lamar and Rutherford “prefer to hug their
chains,” she would “have no sort of objection,” but she would rather they step aside for
the white women who wanted political power. Nevertheless, Callaway and the antisuffragists continued their campaign against the women suffrage movement. The
Telegraph maintained that it would be shameful to have women “surrender [their] first
class womanhood . . . to become a second-rate man,” and it abhorred the thought of
women mingling with “dirty politicians.”49
The debate continued when another suffrage bill came before the General Session
in 1915. Once again the House and Senate committees conducted hearings, allowing both
advocates and opponents of the issue to address them. Suffrage proponents did not have
much hope for a successful vote by either committee. A member of the ESPG even wrote
that the women of the party were in “a depleted state.” They did, however, receive
permission to place a table stocked with suffrage literature in the corridor between the
House and Senate chambers, as well as a map on the wall of the corridor showing the
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status of women’s suffrage across the United States. ESPG president Emily McDougald
declared that the table gave Georgia’s suffrage movement much needed publicity among
Georgia’s legislators and declared that their presence alone would at least press the issue
more forcibly upon the lawmakers.50
Nonetheless, this seemed to have little effect on members of the General
Assembly. Even though the ESPG had circulated a petition in opposition to statements
made by members of the legislature who claimed that only a few women desired the right
to vote, McDougald reported that the “situation seems almost as hopeless as last year.”
Furthermore, in a report to NAWSA, McDougald wrote, “We hope to receive more
consideration this next time, but I am afraid we are still pretty far from victory.” 51
McDougald’s prediction proved correct when both committees unanimously
voted down suffrage bills. Though brief, the hearings before the House caused much
distress for the suffragists. The chairman, whom suffragists claimed had been “elected on
a liquor ticket,” allowed one hour for suffragists and anti-suffragists to deliver their
arguments. He permitted anti-suffragists, Dorothy Lamar and Mildred Rutherford, to
begin these proceedings, and once more they connected woman’s suffrage to “negro
supremacy” and a “Yankee scheme” to topple the South’s political conservatism. Lamar
and Rutherford had been permitted thirty minutes to voice the anti-suffragist position, but
their speeches occupied more time than provided—an hour and fifteen minutes. The
committee did not extend the same courtesy to the suffragists, and unsurprisingly did not
adopt the measure. The Senate also held a hearing, but the committee simply voted on the
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suffrage bill without speeches. Another suffrage bill appeared in the same year, but the
legislature relegated it to unfinished business and decided to address it in 1916.52

In light of the lack of progress suffragists experienced in the General Assembly’s
committees, Georgia’s suffrage leaders decided that a parade might garner public support
for their cause. Eleonore Raoul, a citizen of Atlanta who represented the city on the
ESPG’s Executive Board, organized the first suffrage parade in Georgia. Raoul hoped to
reach a large number of Atlantans by scheduling the parade on November 16, 1915, the
same day as the city’s harvest festival and parade. The strategy apparently worked, as
many people in the audience had no idea that Georgia even had active suffrage
associations and were awed at the spectacular show Raoul had arranged. 53
The elaborate display gave no indications that suffragists were suffering from any
troubles in advancing their cause throughout the state. Leading over two hundred women,
Raoul rode atop a white horse down Atlanta’s Peachtree Street. Behind her were women
driving eighty cars adorned with suffrage banners from New York and various yellow
flowers. One of the cars belonged to national movement leader Anna Howard Shaw.
Additionally, the parade boasted “a brilliantly shaded yellow float in the center of which
stood a beautiful woman blindfolded representing ‘Justice.’ Surrounding her and holding
ribbons attached to a cupola were eleven tiny children [representing] the suffrage states.
Behind this float trotted a pony cart covered with yellow chrysanthemums and a large
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sign reading ‘Georgia Catching Up.’” Raoul reported that everyone in attendance reacted
positively to the parade with “no adverse sentiment.” 54
Nevertheless, the parade succeeded only at the surface level. Despite requests
from Raoul for police protection, the City of Atlanta Police Department provided very
little assistance in maintaining order at the parade. Having stopped all traffic for the
harvest parade, the police did not show the same courtesy to the suffragists. Traffic “of
all kinds” continually broke into the parade procession, which had to rely upon the
“common sense” of Atlanta’s citizens to preserve public order. The situation deeply
disturbed Raoul, who had enlisted the help of Atlanta’s Police Chief and Mayor in order
to avoid trouble and unwanted bad publicity. The neglectful attitude of the police and the
mayor’s office illustrated once more that many of Georgia’s men in power had little if
any sympathy for women’s right to vote. Raoul herself incurred a personal insult after the
parade. She returned her horse to a stable and walked to her home, a Victorian red house
on Peachtree Street, while still wearing her riding ensemble. A group of men began to
throw insults at her to which she took great offense. When asked about the incident in an
interview, she recalled, “They knew I had been in the parade. The argument then was that
we would lose chivalry if we got suffrage. I turned around to those men and said, ‘This is
chivalry?’ That shut them up.” 55
The treatment Raoul and her suffrage sisters received reflected the ongoing
resistance many white southerners had toward the increasing public presence of southern
women during the early twentieth century. For many, the most appalling consequence of
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this new trend was the ubiquity of female prostitutes throughout the city. Atlanta’s
reputation as a city with widespread commercial vice contributed to a situation in which
all public women became associated with prostitution, an unfortunate development for
Georgia’s suffragists, whose activities also led them to occupy public spaces. Even
though the suffragists’ agenda proposed to uphold southern traditions, their very
existence in politics and public space represented disorder—which in turn reinforced the
associated with prostitution. The city officials and the local men who had not afforded
Raoul and parade participants the chivalry the women believed they deserved enacted a
widespread adverse sentiment toward public women, whether suffragists or prostitutes.56
In response to the lack of progress in southern suffrage states, including Georgia,
the organizers of the national suffrage movement began to take a more active role in their
activities. This increased presence effectively changed the nature in which suffragists
operated their statewide suffrage campaign in Georgia. Though all of Georgia’s
prominent suffrage organizations were subsidiaries of NAWSA, the leaders at NAWSA
had held only a limited presence in the state. However, following her ascendancy to
NAWSA’s presidency in 1915, Carrie Chapman Catt initiated a long process of gathering
information on the situation in movements across the nation, including Georgia. Upon
Catt’s direction, NAWSA secretaries solicited the leaders of the state’s suffrage
organizations for a variety of information, including the status of woman suffrage bills in
the General Assembly as well as that body’s record on legislation related to child labor,
compulsory education, and the age of consent. More than likely Catt’s request coincided
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with her vigorous strategy of the “Winning Plan,” which sought to simultaneously
conduct suffrage campaigns at both national and state levels.57
Georgia’s suffragists thus became heavily involved in NAWSA’s strategic
initiative. Eleonore Raoul assumed an especially active role and participated in several
workshops, or “suffrage schools,” sponsored by NAWSA. A “Travelling Campaign Kit,”
a product of her experience at the suffrage schools, outlined strategies for Georgia’s
suffragists. The kit contained a variety of information related to Georgia’s
“commercialized vice,” child labor, literacy, and age of consent laws in addition to Bible
passages, jokes and anecdotes that supported the suffrage cause. Raoul anticipated that
the kit would rally support among local communities as well as with the state press in
hopes of influencing public opinion and ultimately the state legislature; however,
Georgia’s anti-suffrage sentiment remained as strong as it ever was, implying that the kit
had little impact on statewide suffrage efforts.58
NAWSA also advised Georgia’s suffragists on how to interact with politicians. In
sharp contrast to Rebecca Felton and Mary McLendon’s strong public images, national
advisors suggested that Georgia’s women pursue less aggressive means in their protests
for the vote. They encouraged Georgia suffragists to refer to their position as loving and
innocent mothers who were concerned only with carrying out their proper civic duties to
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their country. Georgia’s suffragists were also advised to meet with politicians in person
under the recommendation that such visits “impress them to know that a woman cares so
much about [the woman’s vote].” These suggestions reflected NAWSA’s relatively
conservative efforts in dealing with politicians. They encouraged suffragists throughout
the nation but especially in the South to avoid overly aggressive tactics, as they believed
that they were more effective when appearing as courteous and gracious as possible in
trying to break down opposition to women’s voting. NAWSA deftly understood the
South’s conservatism on issues concerning gender, but the organization might have
inadvertently stymied some of the more necessary aggressive tactics that could have
better served the movement since some politicians questioned the sincerity of suffrage
interest among suffragists themselves. 59
Ironically, the increased prominence of national suffrage leaders only served to
antagonize Georgia suffragists’ potential political allies. Indeed, national leaders
undertook a campaign that seemed to contradict their conservative advice to state leaders.
In response to the apparent intractability of Georgia’s politicians, NAWSA initiated a
propaganda campaign that published highly disparaging articles regarding Georgia’s
suffrage position even though the organization had urged Georgia’s own suffragists to
use more conservative measures. Using the data gathered from Georgia’s leading suffrage
workers, one such article, “What is the Matter with Georgia?” presented Georgia as a
state dominated by ignorant, immoral, and backward men who deprived their women of
freedom and true happiness. Supporting this claim, the piece asserted that the state
“enfranchises the man who can only vote by means of pictures and disenfranchises the
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educated woman. It gives the vote to the man who is content to have the virtue of a ten
year old child stripped of legal protection and denies it to the virtuous woman.” The
article also portrayed Georgia’s suffragists as in need of outside assistance when it made
a passionate plea to fellow sisters to “help the women of Georgia.” The call for
suffragists to intervene on Georgia’s behalf only served the anti-suffragist argument that
the suffrage movement served the interests of “outsiders,” who had no understanding of
what women of the South actually needed or wanted. The movement’s national leaders
perhaps believed that this harsh tone might shame Georgia’s politicians into endorsing
female enfranchisement, but this negative propaganda placed Georgia’s suffragists in an
especially awkward circumstance since they had to lobby before the same legislators that
their counterparts at NAWSA had criticized in their publications.60
Despite—or perhaps in part because of—this new approach in dealing with
Georgia’s politicians, suffragists saw no improvement in their situation during the 1916
session. On July 7th, the House finally addressed Muscogee County Representative
Edward Wohlwender’s suffrage bill, which had been introduced in 1915 but relegated to
unfinished business for 1916. In an effort to delay a decision on the bill once again,
opponents to the bill filibustered until the House adjourned at one o’clock. The filibuster
came as a huge blow to the suffragists’ morale, and Emily McDougald described
Wohlwender’s bill as “buried for the session.”61 Eventually, a resolution came about to
make the bill a special order of business, but the house defeated the motion by a 90-21
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vote. Immediately following this rejection, Mary McLendon found support for the
introduction of new female suffrage bills in both houses, but neither one made any
headway; the House voted down the measure in committee and the Senate committee
failed to report its bill’s status.62
Meanwhile, the suffrage movement around the state canvassed for support in the
upcoming elections in 1916. The movement’s leaders believed that their only opportunity
for “real progress,” or any progress at all, rested upon changes in personnel at all levels of
government that would put an end to their “wasting time.”63 Emily McDougald found this
outlook especially valid in light of the state legislature’s recent rejection of its suffrage
bills. In a letter to Carrie Chapman Catt, she conveyed the hopelessness of Georgia’s
suffrage leaders: “I am greatly disappointed to find the anti-suffrage sentiment among the
legislators as strong as ever and that as far as they are concerned the suffrage plank in the
Democratic platform is considered a huge joke. One senator, who is considered one of the
leaders, Mr. John D. Walker, told me that he disapproved of the suffrage plank because
[of its lack of sincerity] . . . Some of the legislators [were] speaking of the bill as ‘that socalled woman suffrage bill.’”64
Nevertheless, Mary McLendon still tried to garner suffrage support among
Georgia’s political parties. She found an ally in Julien Yates, a businessman in the
automobile industry from DeKalb County, who promised to issue a resolution in favor of
suffrage at a meeting of the state convention of the Progressive Party. Yates’ resolution
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called for “the full and speedy emancipation of the women of Georgia [and] that a good
and godly throng of intelligent, able and thoughtful and willing workers be added to those
who advance the material and moral status of the state.” However, this resolution fell flat
at the convention because the men present were not sure of the ramifications of such an
endorsement, and they did not want to be saddled with a controversial issue. The party’s
rejection of the resolution demonstrated the reluctance of even liberal-leaning men to
confront the issue. Thus, suffrage sentiment among even the more progressive leaders in
Georgia remained ambivalent at best. Even when suffrage leaders found able and willing
allies, their efforts became undermined by political maneuvering. 65
Yet another conflict arose for suffragists in 1916, but this one emerged among
suffragists themselves. Women in the ESPG had grown increasingly divided over what
strategic aims would best insure the movement’s progress in the state. One problem was
the lack of unity among the state organizations. In particular, having the party’s
headquarters in Atlanta effectively cut off rural areas from full participation in the
organization. Eleonore Raoul tried to address this issue by campaigning in the
countryside, but she received little support from her fellow ESPG Executive Board
members. The board members carried regional prejudices that further alienated potential
rural suffragists, despite the fact the organization had been founded upon the belief that
suffragists needed to extend their influence beyond the stronghold of Atlanta. In fact, the
organization’s own president, Emily McDougald, deemed rural districts “impossible to
reach” and claimed these areas had an “ignorant and hopeless” population.66 This
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assessment largely undermined Raoul’s efforts and damaged the ESPG’s chance at
progress outside Atlanta, and rural suffrage support remained at a minimum, fueling the
argument that few women in Georgia desired the ballot. Additionally, Georgia’s county
apportionment paid little attention to the state’s population distribution and placed a
considerable majority of political power in rural areas, so any suffrage sentiment that
could have possibly arisen there might have received a bit more consideration from
Georgia’s politicians.67
On account of this discord, ESPG Executive Board member Eleonore Raoul
vacated her leadership position in the ESPG while Emily McDougald remained with the
organization as its president. In an address to the ESPG members, Raoul cited her
inability to “work in harmony” with party leaders and the “lack of democracy” in the
organization as reasons for her resignation. She mentioned her attempts to consolidate all
of Georgia’s suffrage organizations into one collective body, which she believed to be
imperative for an effective fight for the ballot. In addition, she further stressed the need
for the movement to focus outside the friendly confines of Atlanta and make inroads in
rural areas, which on the whole remained adverse to the suffrage cause. Following her
departure, tensions remained among group members, who referred to Raoul’s supporters
as the “awful Raoul crowd.”68
Such infighting only hampered their efforts because they provided a distraction
from the necessary task of changing the minds of Georgia’s political elite. In fact, several
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politicians used this tension as a reason not to pass favorable suffrage legislation, arguing
that suffragists themselves could not agree on what they wanted. Until they could provide
a clear, articulated vision of their aim without any quarrelling among their leaders,
suffragists would have even less hope of attaining the right to vote. However, the ESPG
might have also welcomed Raoul’s departure in light of her affiliation with left-leaning
political activists. She had developed a relationship with the National Woman’s Party
President Alice Paul through written correspondence, and even though Raoul never did
affiliate with Paul’s more radical and militant organization, the association with Paul
likely disconcerted her fellow ESPG members. Furthermore, Raoul’s own family
members were known members of the Socialist Party. Her sister Mary Raoul Millis, also
a suffrage activist, held leadership positions with the organization to which their brother
William Greene Raoul also belonged. Such affiliations with leftist political activists
would have likely reflected poorly on the ESPG, which could not afford to appear out
line with the state’s mainstream political conservatism if it wanted to gain additional
adherents to their cause.69
In the meantime, Georgia’s anti-suffragists continued their campaign against the
woman’s vote. They reveled in their victories before the state House and Senate
Committees, but they did not grow complacent. Having not had the opportunity to appear
before legislative committees in the General Assembly due to the failure of suffrage bills
in 1916, they continued to canvass support for their own cause and hold regular meetings
of the GAOWS. Dorothy Lamar published what became a widely read pamphlet, “The
Vulnerability of the White Primary,” in which she reiterated the antis’ opinion that the
extension of women’s suffrage would usher in the black woman’s vote. Using the device
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of Lost Cause rhetoric, which had served her well before state legislators, Lamar once
again reminded the public of the tumultuous times of Reconstruction. She reasoned, “It
has taken us forty years in the South to counteract the evils of the [Fifteenth]
Amendment, and here are out southern suffragists lending their time and talents to letting
loose upon us, the evils of unrestricted suffrage.” As the suffragists limped along in their
campaign in 1916, anti-suffragist sentiment seemed as high as ever in the state as the two
campaigns entered the latter years of the 1910s.70
While Georgia’s suffragists had anticipated great possibilities for their movement
in 1913 when it began attracting thousands of women to the cause, these expectations
were left unfulfilled by 1916. A strong anti-suffragist contingent made it difficult for
them to engender support among Georgia’s political leaders, as antis had effectively
touched upon fears of change to thwart suffrage legislation in the General Assembly.
Opponents of suffrage foremost argued that a woman suffrage amendment would prompt
a return of black men to the polls and the loss of power among the white patriarchy that
had characterized the South during the turbulent times of Reconstruction. Suffragists
attempted to assuage these fears with white supremacist rhetoric, but their efforts came to
no avail. Furthermore, the presence of suffrage “outsiders” inhibited suffragists’ ability to
appear in line with traditional southern ideals. Suffragists’ repeated references to gains
made in the women’s movement outside the South only fueled the anti-suffragist claim
that the movement represented a conspiracy to break the South of its traditions and
conservatism.
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As the suffrage movement continued, it grew increasingly focused on a national
amendment, as the hope of attaining a statewide measure was growing ever faint with
each successive year suffragists pushed their agenda before the General Assembly. The
inability of suffragists to agree upon a statewide suffrage strategy that targeted areas in
the less amenable countryside exacerbated this problem, as rural support was crucial for
any political measures to pass through the General Assembly. Suffrage debates at the
local level thus became more entrenched with policy issues at the national level until the
successful ratification of the Nineteenth Amendment. This phase of the movement will be
the subject of the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 3
Victory?
State and National Campaigns Collide, 1917-1925
Georgia’s suffrage movement had achieved very little by the time the General
Assembly ended its session in 1916. Anti-suffragists continued to hold favor with the
state’s politicians, who had not shown any indication of changing their position on
women’s suffrage since the suffragists had requested to use the General Assembly’s
facilities in 1913. In addition to this strong opposition, suffragists continued to experience
difficulties within their own ranks, as the ESPG splintered over strategy and policy.
Furthermore, the presence of national suffrage organizers in Georgia’s suffrage affairs
made it difficult for suffragists to thwart the antis’ argument that the suffrage movement
represented an outside attack on traditional southern values.
Indeed, many southern suffragists felt hampered by NAWSA’s more aggressive
tactics, which seemed out of line with southern sentiments. Southerners had shown
discontent with NAWSA’s policies as early as 1913 when Kentucky’s Laura Clay and
Louisiana’s Kate Gordon formed the Southern States Woman Suffrage Conference
(SSWSC) on the basis that NAWSA’s insistence upon a federal amendment was at odds
with the southern policy of state’s rights. The women continued to criticize NAWSA’s
actions. Clay expressed concern over publications in NAWSA’s Woman’s Journal that
misrepresented the South often to the detriment of local southern suffragists. Gordon
expressed similar discontent with NAWSA when they arranged speaking engagements of
various individuals who may or may not have been ideal for southern audiences.
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Likewise, Georgia’s suffragists had experienced related problems with such incidents as
NAWSA’s “What is the Matter with Georgia” article and Jane Addams’ visit to the
state.1
Carrie Chapman Catt’s “Winning Plan” also came under attack by southern
suffragists. Conceived in 1916, the plan advocated a strong push for a federal
amendment, which Catt hoped to attain by “piling up state victories until their cumulative
effect proved irresistible.” Fully committed to a federal suffrage amendment, NAWSA
antagonized southern suffragists like the ones of the SSWSC who believed that a victory
achieved state by state better coincided with the southern principle of states’ rights.
Furthermore, Catt limited state suffrage campaigns to those in which victories were
expected, as defeats would stymie the “irresistible” wave of enthusiasm she deemed
necessary for successful ratification at the national level. The strategy undoubtedly
disheartened many southern suffragists, whom NAWSA expected to place their efforts
for a federal amendment above their own local interests.2
Another contingent of suffragists had grown weary of NAWSA’s policies.
Women of the Congressional Union (CU), which ultimately became the National
Woman’s Party (NWP), had arisen within NAWSA and advocated that the organization
abandon statewide suffrage movements in favor of focusing solely on a federal
amendment. Led by Alice Paul, who had spent time working for Britain’s suffrage
movement, these women urged more aggressive suffrage campaigning, which entailed
criticizing the party with political control at the time—the Democrats. NAWSA expelled
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the CU from its membership in 1914. The Union carried its campaign to the South
beginning in 1915, but its aggressive tactics did not align well with southern views on
female decorum. Moreover, its unapologetic criticism of the Democratic Party, which
reigned supreme in the South, did not curry favor of many southern suffragists who were
trying to convince southern Democrats of the worthiness of their movement.
Consequently, the organization held only limited influence in the region, but it did attract
a small following in South Carolina and Virginia. It even established a branch in Georgia
in 1917, but its aggressive image never settled well with the state’s mainstream
suffragists.3
NAWSA further criticized the NWP when it continued to criticize Woodrow
Wilson and the Democratic Congress during World War I. Beginning in 1917 Paul’s
suffragists picketed the White House while NAWSA unequivocally supported the Wilson
administration’s war measures as a show of women’s loyalty to the country. The militant
tactics of the NWP drew harsh criticism across the nation including the South, as many
deplored the actions as unpatriotic and unbefitting of women. Southerners often pointed
to this activity as evidence that suffrage would “unsex” their women. A newspaper in
Milledgeville, Georgia observed that the protesters “belong to the women who do not
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know and cannot understand our ideas of womanliness;” the aggressive White House
picketer certainly did not coincide with the ideal image of the reticent southern “lady.”4
Accordingly, southern suffragists used the war as an opportunity to showcase
their patriotism and support their native son, Woodrow Wilson. Generally, the South
exhibited a conflicted position on the war. Historians have argued that only a small, rural
contingent of the region expressed opposition to the conflict while most of its political
elite fell in line with Woodrow Wilson. However, Georgia’s position was particularly
tenuous, as some of its leading politicians virulently opposed the nation’s involvement in
a war that purportedly supported Northern industrial capitalists. Tom Watson, Populist
rabble-rouser, and Hoke Smith, a long-time foe of Wilson’s, best represented this
sentiment, and their estimable position in state politics caused many Georgians,
especially those in rural areas, to speak out against the war that they felt did not serve
southern interests.5 Despite these notable condemnations of the war, Georgia’s suffragists
still supported Wilson because of the intractability of Watson and Smith on the suffrage
issue as compared with other Georgia politicians like William J. Harris, a “Wilson man,”
who showed more leniency on the issue.6 The women critiqued the “unladylike” practices
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of the women protesting the war, held bake sales, worked for the Red Cross and even
temporarily suspended their campaigns to focus on the war effort.7
Thus, Southern suffragists received conflicting advice from a variety of suffrage
organizations all suggesting different avenues by which to attain the vote, and World War
I also tempered their actions. Though pursuing the state by state route of the SSWSC
would align best with southern states’ rights values, the unsuccessful efforts of southern
suffragists up to that point indicated that a federal amendment was perhaps the surest way
they could obtain the vote. Yet, southern women wanted their legislators to come around
to the women’s movement without having a federal law imposed upon them, in light of
the historical memory of Reconstruction, which anti-suffragists had successfully used to
their advantage in their campaign. The conundrum ultimately placed a majority of
southern women in the middle ground with NAWSA, as it at least promoted a
combination of both tactics. A clear reflection of this conundrum came when Rebecca
Felton asserted, “If you should refuse to notice the appeal—we can work with diligence
for the National Amendment, but it would be more satisfying—and less tyrannical to
say—let the people of Georgia—the qualified voters pass on it.”8
While most southern women still aligned with NAWSA over the more extreme
approaches of the SSWSC and NWP, the attraction of some women to these
organizations reflected an internal struggle permeating within the national movement that
had reverberations in the South, including Georgia. As evidenced by the troubles within
the ESPG, Georgia’s suffragists also debated the best strategies to use for their
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movement. In light of their lack of progress in obtaining a statewide suffrage amendment,
the women went along with NAWSA’s “Winning Plan,” which necessarily changed the
focus of suffrage activities in the state. Events at the national level including the push for
a federal suffrage amendment grew ever more present in Georgia’s suffrage movement
following the events of 1916. The national leaders themselves helped contribute to this
shift by impressing on Georgia’s suffragists that “federal work” would be the “only way
[they could] get suffrage soon.”9
Despite the previous difficulties with the General Assembly, suffragists pressed
on and focused their efforts once again on a statewide suffrage amendment.
Following their general procedures, both houses had suffrage bills introduced and sent to
their respective Committees on Constitutional Amendments where hearings on suffrage
took place. Like the suffrage debates at the national level, the hearings were tinged with
allusions to the United States’ involvement in World War I with speeches from both sides
of the issue arguing eloquently for the ideals of freedom and democracy.
Since the outbreak of World War I, those in favor of and opposed to women’s
suffrage had debated what the worldwide conflict meant for their respective movements.
Some suffragists believed that women’s voting would bring hope for world peace. Anna
Howard Shaw asserted, “We do not want the ballot because we are women and because
we desire to fight, but in order that we may keep men from fighting . . . The women’s
suffrage movement stands for the systematic disarmament of the nations, for it holds that
preparedness for war is an incentive to war.”10 However, anti-suffragists feared that
Germans and socialists would use women’s voting to undermine national security. In a
9
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pamphlet titled, “Is Woman Suffrage Pro-German?” the Massachusetts Public Interests
League of Anti-Suffragists asserted, “To weaken the countries of her enemies through
socialism and woman suffrage is Germany’s cleverest device.”11
These debates reverberated among Georgia’s suffrage and anti-suffrage camps
before the United States even entered the war. Mary McLendon echoed the sentiments
advanced by Shaw. She agreed that women would encourage peace so that their husbands
and sons were not “set up as targets for bullets.” Dorothy Lamar advanced the same
concern expressed by anti-suffragists at the national level. She penned an article in the
Atlanta Constitution in which she purported that women’s suffrage had socialist
connections that threatened national security.12
Generally, women on both sides of the debate were distressed by the presence of
women suffrage picketers outside the White House during the war. Employing strategies
she used during her participation in the British suffrage movement, Alice Paul and
members of her Woman’s Party targeted the Democratic Party for its failure to enact
suffrage legislation even though it controlled congressional power and the presidency.
Their main target, nevertheless, was Woodrow Wilson, whose policies exhibited glaring
inconsistencies: promoting democracy and self-determination abroad while denying
women the ballot in the United States. NAWSA President Carrie Chapman Catt coauthored a letter to the public with GWSA’s own Mary McLendon that denounced Paul
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and her supporters as “unwomanly” and completely unaffiliated with NAWSA or its local
state branches.13
The General Assembly’s House Committee Hearings in 1917 were informed by
these debates at the national level. Arguing the anti-suffragists’ position, Mildred
Rutherford declared that the suffrage movement did not comprise the “right sort” of
women. She pointed to the women picketing outside the White House as evidence of this
opinion. Rutherford further substantiated her claim by charging that former NAWSA
Vice President Jane Addams, whom she had previously targeted for her views on race,
was a well-known supporter of Germany and that supporting suffrage might lead to a
German or socialist takeover. In response to Rutherford’s speech, McLendon urged, “All
we ask of you is to make of us the other half of humanity, the equals of yourselves.
Before we go abroad to teach democracy to other nations, we should first give liberty to
our women at home.” This statement came under attack from Macon’s Caroline Patterson
of the Anti-Suffrage League of Georgia, who interjected that “forcing” the ballot upon
women was highly undemocratic since a majority of women in the state did not desire the
right to vote.14
Suffragists had faced an issue similar to the one raised by the women suffrage
protestors outside the White House. The militant tactics of British suffragettes overseas
had exacted a comparable effect. In their long struggle for voting rights, British women
caught worldwide attention with actions that many Georgians and southerners deemed
“violent and hysteri[cal].” As Elna Green and Marjorie Spruill Wheeler have pointed out,
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southern suffragists found these actions so appalling that they consistently avoided the
term “suffragette” because of its affiliation with the British suffrage movement.15
As early as 1914 Georgia suffragists had to cope with the negative image of
aggressive suffragists. In a hearing before the House Committee on Constitutional
Amendments, Frances Whiteside tried to allay the committee’s possible fears that
suffragists in Georgia might pursue the same path as the militant British suffragettes,
appealing to the committee’s desire for law and order and proper decorum from women.
The women further distanced themselves from the suffragettes by conducting a series of
lectures that argued that the militant wing of Britain’s movement represented only a small
portion of suffrage advocates. Without fail they insisted that these women had not
influenced the tactics of Georgia’s suffragists. Despite these attempts, however, antisuffragists repeatedly referred to the violent actions of women like Britain’s Emmeline
Pankhurst as connected to the general cause of women suffrage, which they believed put
violent women in positions of power that were traditionally reserved for men.16
In the 1917 House hearings, Georgia’s suffragists responded to the “White House
Pickets” argument in a similar fashion as they had to Britain’s suffragettes. They
virulently denounced the “unpatriotic” tactics of the Woman’s Party and Mary
McLendon remarked that the organization “had become so militant in its methods that it
was a menace to the organization and to the cause of woman suffrage.” The ESPG
characterized the women as extremists, labeling them as “fanatics seeking martyrdom.”17
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Unexpectedly, the committee declared that time had expired for speeches and
brought them to an abrupt halt. The men then voted solidly against the suffrage bill. This
action came at an unfortunate time for Frances Whiteside, who had prepared a response
statement to the anti-suffragists’ remarks. The decision enraged Mary Latimer
McLendon, who felt that the committee had privileged the “most ridiculous assertions” of
Rutherford and Patterson over the pro-suffragist’s remarks by providing the antis with
more speaking time. The actions of committee chairman Volney Liston Williams of Ware
County had further angered McLendon because she had hoped that he would speak for
the suffrage cause since she “knew him to be a suffragist.” On the contrary, Williams had
seemed to “lose his head” when he faced opposition from other committee members and
made no such speech. Nor did he attempt to resolve the dispute over the hearing’s time
limit.18
Suffragists found a bit more success in the Senate, however. After hearing
statements on the issue, the committee headed by the suffragists’ former ally in the
House, Edward Wohlwender, voted in favor of the measure with more than fifty women
present. The affirmative 8-4 vote represented a resounding victory for the suffrage
movement in Georgia, as the decision was the first official legislative action that
supported female enfranchisement. The jubilation over the committee’s decision ended
quickly, however, when the Senate refused to take further action on the bill. The 1917
General Assembly adjourned, leaving the suffrage bill on the table. 19
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Suffrage activity receded after these hearings in 1917 and the General Assembly
refused once again to take up the woman suffrage issue. Perhaps Georgia’s suffrage
leaders recognized the futility of their repeated attempts to sway the General Assembly’s
attitude toward female voting rights. No suffrage resolutions came before Georgia’s
legislators in 1918, which seems to indicate that suffrage organizations in the state had
turned their focus toward a national amendment, which had gained considerable ground
after Woodrow Wilson finally endorsed women’s voting. However, Georgia’s suffragists
found no more sympathy in the United States Congress than they did at home.20
As early as 1909, Georgia’s suffragists had lobbied their representatives in
Congress to enact a federal suffrage amendment. Under the directives of Carrie Chapman
Catt, the GWSA conducted a letter writing campaign urging senators and representatives
to vote favorably upon women’s suffrage, but they received a lukewarm response. Only
four congressmen replied out of twelve, and these replies were evasive as to each man’s
position on the suffrage issue. The women resumed the practice in 1910, writing to
President William Howard Taft and Georgia’s congressmen and governor, Joseph M.
Brown. That year, the women received four replies again, but none of the letters indicated
support for suffrage. The ambivalence did not deter suffragists, who petitioned each
successive member to Congress with meager results. Only Senator William West, who
replaced the deceased Augustus Bacon in 1914, seemed “amenable to reason” due in part
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to his connection to the suffrage-friendly city of Columbus, Georgia, but his tenure in
office lasted less than a year.21
The congressmen whom suffragists confronted the most over the second phase of
the suffrage movement were Senators Hoke Smith and Thomas Hardwick, elected in
1911 and 1914, respectively. Neither Hardwick nor Smith showed favorable inclinations
toward the woman’s cause. The Woman’s Party publication, The Suffragist, listed the two
senators among the “thirty-four willful men” opposing Woodrow Wilson’s endorsement
of women’s suffrage in 1918. Suffragists were angered to learn of Hardwick’s repeated
attempts to block the Susan B. Anthony Amendment during the sixty-fifth Congress after
he had previously expressed to Rebecca Felton his willingness to “work together in so
great a cause.” Hardwick defended his changed stance, arguing that the issue was a
“question of purely local character” and that local rule “should be supreme.” Assuredly,
his bid for re-election factored into his decision as well, since anti-suffrage sentiment
throughout the state remained high.22
Suffragists considered Hardwick’s about-face a substantial blow, but they
consistently counted Hoke Smith among their greatest foes. Smith never supported their
cause even though he had championed Progressive reforms as Georgia’s governor and as
a congressman. Despite the fact that his own sister, GWSL president Frances Whiteside,
supported the women’s movement, the senator deplored the very idea of women’s
suffrage and stated that “the best women in [his] state did not want to vote.” Mary
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McLendon attributed Smith’s opposition to the suffrage amendment to his not wanting to
have to face a potential bloc of woman voters whom he ignored throughout their lobbying
process.23 Indeed, Smith worked diligently against federal suffrage amendments during
his terms in Congress. A leading figure in the country’s war preparation campaign, he
denounced woman’s suffrage as a distraction to the country efforts to defeat “the enemy
of government by the people throughout the world” in World War I. Additionally, Smith
inserted anti-suffragist literature from the Macon Telegraph and the GAOWS into the
Congressional Record and flatly stated his position on suffrage as “intensely against it”
during Senate’s proceedings.24
Georgia’s junior senator, however, showed more enthusiasm for women’s
suffrage than did most Georgia politicians. William J. Harris, who won Hardwick’s
Senate seat in the 1918 congressional elections, pledged his support for suffrage when he
took office in 1919. This put the Senate’s Democratic support of female enfranchisement
at twenty-six votes in favor of the amendment while nineteen opposed the measure and
two had yet to commit.25 It is not clear what made Harris so inclined to support women’s
suffrage, but his papers indicate that he was a staunch supporter of Woodrow Wilson and
wanted to support the Democratic Party’s national agenda.26 Therefore, once Wilson
endorsed the Susan B. Anthony Amendment in 1918, it appears that Harris followed the
president’s lead. He asserted, “I would uphold the hands of my president whenever I
23
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think he is right.”27 Even this victory seemed like a half-hearted one for Georgia’s
suffragists, however, as their senator’s endorsement had not come from his personal
conviction that women’s suffrage was right but instead out of obligation to his
Democratic Party leader, Woodrow Wilson.
With support for the suffrage amendment increasing in Congress among members
like Harris, Georgia suffragists turned their efforts back to the General Assembly, hoping
that they might persuade Georgia’s legislators to endorse women’s enfranchisement.
Suffrage organizations across the state began to canvass on behalf of the federal
amendment that awaited the Georgia’s legislators, who were to return to the state capitol
on June 25, 1919. Anticipating Georgia’s ruling on the federal amendment, the NWP
publication, The Suffragist, dedicated a cover of one of the magazine’s 1919 issues to this
prospect. The cover depicted a melon symbolizing Georgia that “plunked” at the touch of
an unsuspecting suffragist. The cartoon commented upon the utter hopelessness of the
situation in Georgia, which did not value its women’s opinions. The fact that the melon
“plunked” perhaps indicated that the state was not prepared, or ripe, for women’s
suffrage, or it might have implied that Georgia’s political leaders were too stubborn to
adopt the cause. The party presumably believed that this harsh tone might shame
Georgia’s politicians into endorsing female enfranchisement, but this negative
propaganda placed Georgia’s suffragists in an especially awkward circumstance as the
suffrage amendment neared ever close to being acted upon the General Assembly.28
In addition to covering Georgia’s suffrage situation in its publications, the NWP
sent organizers to the state to assist its local branch in securing support for the impending
27
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legislation. The arrival of national NWP organizers prompted protests from local
suffragists, who chose to “paddle their own canoe” in their own push for ratification.
Suffragists did welcome, however, support from less controversial figures. Woodrow
Wilson sent a telegram asking for ratification as a matter of expediency for the
Democratic Party, while William Harris traveled to Atlanta to promote the amendment.
Meanwhile, Governor Hugh Dorsey, who had taken office in 1917, expressed his position
that signing a woman suffrage bill into law would be a “privilege.” Yet, legislators
denounced the endorsements of these “meddlers.”29
On the eve of its session’s commencement, the General Assembly also received a
massive influx of letters from suffragists. The Equal Suffrage League of Muscogee
County had placed advertisements in the Columbus Ledger for women to flood the
General Assembly with telegrams urging the ratification of the amendment. They went
even further on June 26th by placing form telegrams in the Ledger that urged women to
submit telegrams under specific classifications including businesswomen, nurses,
teachers, and widows. In a surprising turn of events, however, suffragists abruptly halted
their statewide thrust for the amendment. Leaders found little chance in having the
federal amendment ratified and decided to try once more to introduce bills allowing for
women’s suffrage at the state level in case the amendment did not pass at the national
level. They arrived at this decision because of the widely accepted conviction that
Georgia’s politicians were more likely to pass legislation of their own making rather than
accept a federal law. Furthermore, they believed that if their state-level efforts in the
General Assembly failed once again, it would be best to delay any action on the federal
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amendment with the hope that it might gain support among Georgia’s legislators if more
states in the nation acted upon it favorably. Yet, most looked upon this prospect
skeptically; Eleonore Raoul mused, “I certainly do want the opportunity to vote before I
have one foot in the grave.”30
Upon the opening of the General Assembly’s new session, Georgia was poised to
be the first state of the Deep South to act upon the suffrage bill. At this time, the once
expansive visions used to secure or deny women’s suffrage in Georgia became embedded
in state politics because of the nature of the ratification process. Seizing upon this
unexpected opportunity to voice the first opinion on the amendment in the South, the
state’s General Assembly moved quickly to render its decision, but this enthusiasm did
not reflect a sudden change of heart for Georgia’s politicians, who had consistently
shown opposition to women’s voting.
In an ironic turn of events, Colquitt County Senator Thaddeus Hall Parker and
Jones County Representative Joseph Benjamin Jackson each introduced resolutions to
ratify the federal suffrage amendment even though they staunchly opposed female voting.
They explained their actions as strategic measures to kill the Susan B. Anthony
Amendment in Georgia once and for all. In an interview with a Georgia newspaper,
Parker explained that Georgia’s position as one of the leading states in the South made a
quick ruling on the amendment necessary because the state would likely influence the
position of states in which ratification was less likely. Parker also supplied pragmatic
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reasons for his action, citing the difficulty in having to alter voting restrictions like the
poll tax in sufficient time for the 1920 election.31
The opportunity to influence other states in the nation weighed heavily on the
legislators. In both houses an amended version of the suffrage resolution appeared that
not only ruled unfavorably on women’s suffrage but went further to actually reject the
amendment. In fact, the substitution declared Georgia’s position on the Susan B. Anthony
Amendment as “not ratified, but hereby rejected .” The alternate measure came in light of
Alabama’s concurrent attempt to become the first southern state to render its decision on
the amendment. NAWSA sent representatives to fight the “rejection campaign” in
Alabama, but did not offer the same assistance for the women in Georgia. Thus,
Georgia’s suffragists were left to their own devices to confront a legislature that had
exhibited strong opposition toward their movement.32
Each resolution came to a third reading before either body acted upon them.
Parker had drawn up his resolution on July 1, 1919, but the Senate refused to respond. In
an attempt to induce the Senate to act, John J. Flynt of Spalding County took the floor of
the Georgia Senate on July 3 and delivered the following address: “Georgia, I love thee.
It is the best state in the union. I’d rather live in Georgia than any other place on the
globe. And Georgia, if you are the only state in the union that shall reject this amendment
that destroys the last principle of Jefferson democracy, for which our ancestors, from
31
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Jefferson down to the present, have defended with their very hearts, souls and minds,
then I shall be prouder still that I am a Georgia democrat.”33
Though the speech represented a strong condemnation of women’s suffrage, the
Senate did not act upon the amendment until July 8th. On that day, the measure became
locked in filibusters that blocked senate proceedings to the point that calls to adjourn for
the day usually followed its introduction, thus leaving the resolution for unfinished
business on several occasions. On July 16th the Senate made some progress toward a
decision when the Committee on Constitutional Amendments recommended that Georgia
reject the proposed amendment, but that motion was lost as well. This process continued
until July 24th when the Senate finally approved of the committee’s ruling but offered
that the body act upon an amended version of the recommendation. This substitute was
adopted by a 35-8 vote favoring the amended version that went further than simply
rejecting the amendment. In fact, the substitution declared the amendment “not ratified,
but hereby rejected .” Meanwhile, Jackson’s resolution in the House faced less
opposition. The House read his resolution for the third time on July 23rd, but a filibuster
only delayed a ruling for one day. Jackson himself helped usher the measure through the
House raised the ghosts of Reconstruction once again:
It means the final ratification of the fifteenth amendment to the
constitution of the United States, nothing less. Of that amendment
Frederick Douglass was the father and Susan B. Anthony, who received
the negro in her home, the mother . . . If you pass this nineteenth
amendment you ratify the fifteenth, and any southerner, knowing what that
means, is a traitor to his section.
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Once again, the suffrage opposition had raised the specter of Reconstruction and played
upon the fear of losing white supremacy in the South. The House rendered its decision
with a final vote tally stood at 132-34.34
While members of both houses enthusiastically pursued this substituted measure,
some legislators had expressed opposition to such activity. This minority group wanted to
avoid any embarrassment for the Democratic Party, which had endorsed female suffrage
and would not want Georgia’s refusal to ratify the amendment to make the state’s
Democrats appear to be in conflict with the party’s national agenda. Furthermore, with
elections looming ahead in 1920, Georgia’s Democrats did not want to feed into the
hands of the Republican Party, which would have assuredly appealed to newly
enfranchised women voters should the amendment pass. 35
Nonetheless, the men opposing suffrage held considerable influence in the
legislature. The only substantial support suffragists found in the General Assembly came
from its urban-dwelling members like John Y. Smith and Robert Blackburn, who lived in
Atlanta, where the movement was more popular. On the other hand, the fiercest
denunciations of women’s suffrage hailed from rural areas. Due to the state’s county
apportionment laws these areas possessed greater political power than the smaller yet
more populous counties like Fulton. The records of legislators like Senator Flynt and
Representative Jackson of Spalding and Jones counties, respectively, clearly
demonstrated the resistance suffragists faced in politicians from rural areas. These men
were also among the General Assembly’s more powerful members, which significantly
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limited the suffragists’ ability to effectively lobby for their cause. Flynt and Jackson, for
example, both served on the state’s Democratic executive committee, positions that
undoubtedly afforded them significant political power. Accordingly, the majority of
General Assembly members of both houses sided with the rejection position,
wholeheartedly adopting the measures. The legislature was so enthusiastic about the
rejection that the Senate and House quickly and collectively submitted their decision
without adopting the other’s decision. 36
While its rejection did not undergo a formal legal procedure, Georgia became the
first state to reject women’s suffrage. The decision probably came as little surprise to the
leaders of the suffrage movement in the state, who had abandoned efforts to persuade the
General Assembly with whom they had made little headway after seven years of vigorous
lobbying. This was an incongruous end to a beginning that had offered so much hope for
women’s suffrage in the South—a hope embodied in NAWSA’s decision in 1895 to hold
its internationally recognized annual convention in Atlanta. Following Georgia’s
rejection of the Susan B. Anthony Amendment, seven states followed its lead and
produced similar resolutions rejecting the amendment. Therefore, some might argue that
these measures had fulfilled Parker and Jackson’s hopes of Georgia’s decision being the
definitive one of the South. Georgia’s women’s hopes for the vote would have to be
realized through the national ratification process.37
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After the amendment passed through thirty-three additional states, Tennessee
provided the crucial thirty-sixth vote for the requisite three-fourths of states needed to
ratify the Nineteenth Amendment. Women across the nation ventured out to the polls to
vote for the first time in 1920 . . . not so in Georgia. Despite the amendment’s federal
application and the state Attorney General’s assessment that the General Assembly would
not have to pass an enabling law, Georgia refused to change its voting restrictions, and it
was among only three states in the nation whose laws still barred women from voting in
the national election of 1920. The restriction came on account of a state law that required
potential voters to register at least six months prior to Election Day. 38
The state’s suffragists attempted to vote regardless of the continued rejection of
women’s suffrage. Mary Latimer McLendon tried to cast her vote in Georgia’s
Democratic primary in 1920, but poll officials turned her away. She contested this action
as a violation of the Nineteenth Amendment and appealed her case to United States
Secretary of State Bainbridge Colby. Colby provided no assistance in this matter, as it
was “not within the province of the department of state.” McLendon took her case to
several state officials and received further indifferent responses. In one last effort, she
paid her state and federal taxes, believing the local tax collector would offer her a chance
to register at that time. When he did not, she protested, and the tax collector replied that
she would have her opportunity to vote by 1921 but not in 1920. McLendon scoffed at
the tax collector and declared that he “was having heaps of fun fooling the old woman.”39
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Yet, the tax collector’s assessment was accurate. In 1921, the Georgia legislature
passed a resolution that finally permitted women the right to vote in elections and hold
public office. Though Georgia’s politicians still refused to ratify the Nineteenth
Amendment, they had finally been forced to allow women more formally into the
political sphere. In light of the great pains to which Georgia women had petitioned for the
vote, the measure hardly appeared to be a rousing victory. However, Georgia’s suffragists
rejoiced for their opportunity to exercise their civic duty, even as another fifty years
passed before Georgia formally recognized the Nineteenth Amendment by ratifying it in
1970.40
Nevertheless, a modest victory counteracted these failures. The sudden death of
one of the state’s leading political figures, Tom Watson, produced an empty seat in the
United States Senate during its intersession period of 1922. The public supplied several
names to Governor Thomas Hardwick, who would name a temporary successor until the
state could conduct a proper election to fill the seat, and among the names was Rebecca
Latimer Felton. Felton had shared a close relationship with Watson, who regarded Felton
with “great esteem and affection” and treated her as one of his own protégés. Hardwick
felt it only appropriate that Felton succeed Watson, her mentor. Furthermore, the
appointment would symbolize that Georgia had finally accepted women’s suffrage. 41
Seizing upon this opportunity, Felton pushed to be seated officially in the Senate.
Even though the special election to fill Watson’s seat selected Walter George before she
would have the chance to report to Congress, Felton and her suffrage sisters believed that
40
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even a temporary tenure in Congress would represent an important victory for women in
government. In an auspicious turn of events, Walter George, who had gained his seat
from a large contingent of women voters, intentionally delayed his presentation of
credentials to the Senate. His absence thus paved the way for Felton to appear before that
body, when she was sworn in as the first ever female member of the United States Senate.
Though George would report to the Senate two days later to replace her, Felton’s
appointment to the Senate symbolized the culmination of women’s efforts to enter the
political sphere in the early decades of the twentieth century. 42
Felton’s appointment held additional significance as well. The ascendance of a
well-noted white supremacist woman to one of the highest positions in the nation
emphasized that white rule would still predominate Georgia’s politics even with the
inclusion of women into the electorate. Southerners still targeted African-Americans as
victims of violence and disenfranchisement. Some newly enfranchised southern women
did try to ameliorate the racial tensions by attempting to outlaw lynching. These efforts
culminated with the creation of the Association of Southern Women for the Prevention of
Lynching, but the widespread prevalence and frequency of lynching in the early twentieth
century substantiated that white rule would remain firmly entrenched in the South. The
fact that white southerners still blocked African-Americans from voting implied that they
continued to believe in the primacy of white blood in governing.43
Mary Latimer McLendon could not take part in her sister’s triumph, however. She
died on November 20, 1921, having tirelessly worked for prohibition and female
42
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enfranchisement and seen the latter realized shortly before her death. The Atlanta
Constitution paid tribute to McLendon, stating, “She had intellect, she had the qualities of
leadership, and the ability for organization . . . In the early days she could have used these
gifts for the more popular movements . . . But her vision was for other things, the harder
things, and the smooth paths could not turn her away from the hard road—the road which
for her was the right road. It took courage to follow it.” The GWCTU, which consistently
rebuked McLendon’s efforts to join forces with Georgia’s suffragists, commissioned a
fountain for the state capitol to honor her in 1923. The fountain represented an important
symbolic gesture toward a woman who had devoted much of her life to reform efforts in
the state. Its inscription read:
Mary Latimer McLendon
June 24, 1840-November 20, 1921
Mother of Suffrage in Georgia
Pioneer in the Temperance Cause
She made the world a wider world for women,
a safer world for all mankind.
She had the will to serve and bear
love to do and dare.”
The moniker of “Mother of Suffrage in Georgia,” albeit a fitting one due to McLendon’s
unwavering service to the woman’s cause, overlooked the fact that McLendon herself had
not initiated the movement.44
The women of the GWCTU had overlooked the efforts of Augusta Howard, who
first started Georgia’s suffrage movement at her home in 1890. She and her relatives
capitalized on the nascent women’s rights campaign in Georgia by distributing pamphlets
and holding meetings at Howard’s home in Columbus where they slowly gained
members for the GWSA. The “Howard girls” also brought NAWSA’s annual convention
44
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to the Deep South for the very first time in 1895, which symbolized an important step
forward for the national woman suffrage movement’s progress in the region. However,
Howard’s tenure as GWSA president ended in 1895, and she faded from the public eye.
Howard had increasingly become labeled as an “eccentric” in her hometown of
Columbus, Georgia. Her own brother denounced her suffrage position and worked to
discredit her in town. Howard worked quietly alongside Mary McLendon and Rebecca
Felton in GWSA activities, but she never again held a leadership position in the
organization. Undoubtedly, she rejoiced alongside her suffrage sisters when the
Nineteenth Amendment became law in 1920, but the amendment came during a time of
personal crisis. On May 20, 1920, a young boy accused Howard of shooting at him while
he picked blossoms off of magnolia trees on the property of her home, Sherwood Hall.
Though suspicion surrounded the case—some accounts claim that the incident was most
likely an accident—Howard was brought to court and found guilty by an all-male jury.
Her brother, most likely trying to save the family from any further public scrutiny,
intervened on his sister’s behalf and struck a bargain with the court: Howard would leave
the state in order to avoid her sentence of one to two years at the State Farm. She spent
the remainder of her life in a boarding house in New York before she died on June 10,
1934. Her family arranged for her remains to return to Georgia, and following a private
funeral Howard was interred in a cemetery plot with a marker that contained her
biographical information as well as the word “Martyr.”45
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Georgia’s other suffrage leaders faired a bit better after the suffrage campaign
ended, using their enfranchisement to continue their political activities in the state. On
April 3, 1920 the ESPG merged into a state branch of the League of Women Voters after
consulting all of its local affiliates. Despite the differences they had while with the ESPG,
Emily McDougald and Eleonore Raoul both held leadership positions with the League.
McDougald served as the organization’s president and Raoul presided over the group’s
Atlanta/Fulton County branch. The League worked tirelessly to educate women about
voting and attract women to the polls, yet leaders had trouble attracting and maintaining
the interest of large numbers of women. The membership records of Raoul’s branch alone
indicate this trend. Membership ranged anywhere from 303 members to 935 in a mere
four year span. In light of the incredible pains at which Georgia’s suffragists fought for
the right to vote, these developments were not particularly encouraging. 46
Despite the difficulties suffragists had in getting women to register to vote, state
politicians quickly devised means to attract women to their campaigns even though they
had fought diligently to exclude women from the electorate. Men running for local, state
and national offices commonly employed the League of Women Voters to reach out to
their potential female voters by publishing advertisements in the organization’s bulletin,
The Pilgrim. Thomas Hardwick, who had been an intractable foe of the woman suffrage
effort, appointed a special committee comprised of clubwomen to seek out the woman’s
vote in his gubernatorial bid in 1922. Other politicians like one town councilman in
LaGrange encouraged their wives to join the League of Women Voters to curry favor
46
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with their female constituents. Even the Klan sought out women’s political participation,
submitting an “appeal to the Protestant Women of Atlanta” to vote for the candidates the
organization supported.47
Women also comprised an important voting bloc in matters of political
expediency for the state. A small group of middle-Georgians living in Houston and
Macon counties initiated a campaign for an independent county in 1914. The residents
had asked for the creation of Peach County, which would form out of territories drawn
from Houston and Macon counties. The campaign prompted fierce opposition from
Georgians who felt that state government had created too many counties and questioned
the need for more government. The debate lingered until 1922 when Georgians finally
received the opportunity to rule upon an amendment to create the new county, and it was
defeated. Advocates for the creation of Peach County were disheartened by this setback
and vigorously lobbied newly enfranchised local female voters to adopt the resolution
when another statewide amendment circulated throughout the state in 1924. On this
occasion, voters approved of the new Peach County by an approximate 2:1 ratio. Though
the addition of mobilized female voters alone cannot account for the success of the
referendum, the women certainly helped create the new county.48
Georgia’s women assumed more politically active avenues as well. Many
participated in various groups such as the women’s councils and PTAs, leveraging their
votes to achieve the specific policy aims of those organizations. Others ventured into
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public office, and held positions as local superintendents and members of county and
state party councils. Women even served in the state’s General Assembly, but their
presence was not always welcomed by their male peers. Two representatives in
particular, Bessie Kempton and Viola Ross Napier, troubled male legislators due to their
“militant sponsorship of progressive legislation.” Local clubwomen, however, applauded
their efforts to pass legislation on issues such as compulsory education and child labor,
which had long been a part of the suffragist agenda before women attained the vote.49
Georgia’s anti-suffragists sustained their public lives as well. Mildred Rutherford
and Dorothy Lamar both continued their work promoting the Lost Cause through
activities of the United Daughters of the Confederacy. The women worked with the Stone
Mountain Confederate Memorial Association, which advocated the creation of a carving
on the side of the mountain to commemorate the leaders of the fallen Confederacy. The
project had gotten underway in 1914, but numerous delays and arguments between the
association and project manager, Gutzon Borglum, who later carved Mount Rushmore
after the association fired him in 1925, had halted the project.50
Rutherford would not live to see the monument completed. She died on August
15, 1928 after a long battle with illness. More pomp and circumstance surrounded
Rutherford’s death than did McLendon’s, as an estimated 2,000 mourners attended her
funeral in Athens. The ceremony, described as being “intimately connected with the old
South,” was sponsored by the Daughters, the organization to which Rutherford had
devoted much of her life’s work. The Atlanta Constitution eulogized, “She was a woman
49
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of grace, culture, piety, all which outstanding virtues were linked with a warmth of heart,
an appealing personality, and a radiating happiness that made her an unusual woman. Her
long life was one of blessed service.”51
Dorothy Lamar outlived her colleague. A determined foe of women’s suffrage,
Lamar traveled to North Carolina and Tennessee to urge that the legislatures follow in
Georgia’s footsteps and reject the federal suffrage amendment. However, when the
Nineteenth Amendment finally passed, she had an extreme about face on the suffrage
issue. Describing herself as a “reluctant politician,” Lamar claimed that voting had
become an obligation for all U.S. citizens, and she voted unfailingly in every election
after 1920. She embraced an active role in politics and wholeheartedly endorsed the
presidency of Franklin D. Roosevelt. In her autobiography, Lamar reflected upon her
political life. She claimed, “My experience has shown that whatever resolve a southern
woman of the old school may have about not taking part in politics, if she has any
concern for the welfare of her locality or state, there are times when it seems imperative
for her to raise her voice in politics.”52
The events in Georgia that followed the Nineteenth Amendment demonstrated
that there was room for women of both suffrage camps to continue leading political lives
in the state. Though the suffrage movement had (indirectly) triumphed in Georgia, the
women of the anti-suffrage campaign still exercised influence on the ways in which the
New South operated in the successive decades of the twentieth century. In fact, both
camps had laid the groundwork for women with a wide array of political ideologies to
operate in politics without necessarily being feminists. The anti-suffragists in particular
51
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were the precursors of the conservative women who would find causes in opposing the
second-wave feminist movement of the 1960s and the extended push for the ERA from
the 1920s into the 1980s.
Yet, southern suffragists had also forged a place for women in the political arena
in which they could leverage their votes to bring about reforms for the region. Women
successfully lobbied for a number of the progressive reforms related to labor issues and
education that had pushed many suffragists to join the movement for women’s voting in
the first place. At times, the mere presence of women in the electorate pushed male
politicians to consider the needs of their female constituents more seriously, and they
frequently viewed women voters as a powerful voting bloc that could not be ignored on
the campaign trail. In light of the vociferous protestations many politicians expressed
toward the woman suffrage campaign, most of these men presumably undertook these
measures rather for the sake of political expediency than due to a change of heart.
Regardless of politicians’ sincerity, however, southern women forged a viable political
identity for themselves by attaining the vote. Though theirs was an uphill battle, many of
the women who campaigned for women’s suffrage in Georgia had indeed voted before
their “feet were in the grave.”53
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CONCLUSION
Having fought for nearly thirty years to attain the right to vote, suffragists in
Georgia rejoiced when the Nineteenth Amendment became law in 1920, but they could
not declare a total victory. Their movement experienced hardships from its outset, and
they could never build an efficient political machine to overcome these obstacles due in
part to disjointed organizations and disagreements among movement leaders.
Furthermore, suffragists could not escape the prerogatives of national suffrage leaders nor
the stigma attached to militant suffragists both at home and abroad. Ironically, suffrage
efforts outside the nation had been a source of the movement’s major ideological
inspirations in Georgia, yet to many anti-suffragists, the movement represented an attack
on existing southern power structures from meddlesome outsiders.
At times, suffragists themselves felt like outsiders at home. Generally they
occupied the urban landscape, which had afforded them invaluable opportunities to seek
fulfillment outside the home. Indeed, the city had produced this “new woman,” whose
very existence in public spaces and politics unnerved many southerners whose ordered
world rested upon a vision of separate male and female spheres. In a number of respects,
“the city” had come to symbolize much what state conservatives felt was wrong with the
“New South” initiative in Georgia; the emergence of “new women” in the state was just
one of the many consequences of modernization and industrialization. Thus, an
ideological power struggle between the state’s urban and rural areas ensued; women’s
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suffrage as a decidedly urban phenomenon became anathema to the citizenry in the
country, who comprised a majority the state’s anti-suffrage base.
In addition to these detrimental forces, suffragists faced a particularly difficult
challenge when their opponents asserted that women’s enfranchisement would topple the
state’s racial power structure. Employing virulent white supremacist rhetoric, they
unfailingly expressed their support for the continued subjugation of local blacks, which
reflected both their collective personal ideologies as well as an expedient (though
presumably necessary) campaign strategy. Repeated attacks from anti-suffrage
opponents, however, always prevailed due in part to their keen ability to invoke the
ghosts of Reconstruction through Lost Cause rhetoric. Anti-suffragists argued that the
proposed Nineteenth Amendment would potentially create an avenue through which the
federal government could nullify the state’s black disenfranchisement measures. The
potentially devastating consequences of such legislation influenced many state politicians
to vigorously fight against the woman suffrage initiative.
Thus, the combination of internal suffrage struggles and the overwhelming power
of conservative political values on race, class and gender rendered the fight for women’s
suffrage in Georgia unsuccessful. The movement arose during a crucial transitional
period for the South, as efforts to industrialize and modernize the region had given rise to
tremendous changes that threatened to alter existing social power structures that many
southerners fought to defend. Georgia’s women suffragists had merely proposed
moderate changes to the present gender order while maintaining their commitment to race
and class power hierarchies, but these requests went unfulfilled. Instead, the movement
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largely failed due to a dominant counter-effort to restore continuity to Georgia in light of
the changes wrought by efforts to build the New South.
Yet, in spite of all the forces working against them, suffragists maintained hope
for their cause. Frequently, they pointed to building successes of the national movement
as evidence to the inevitability of their own movement’s triumph. When victory was
finally achieved at the national level, Georgia’s suffragists could feel vindicated in their
diligence to keep fighting in spite of great adversity. Anti-suffragists, on the other hand,
faced a difficult dilemma when the Nineteenth Amendment bestowed the vote upon them
despite their previous protestations: should they continue with their political lives as nonvoting citizens, or should they embrace the opportunity for a formal political life they had
not anticipated? Dorothy Lamar’s experience suggests that many anti-suffragists who had
led particularly active political lives voted as a means to promote their conservative
agendas. Indeed, women from both suffrage camps continued to pursue political lives
after attaining the ballot, but they could finally leverage the ballot to bring about the
social changes they desired.
Despite frequent assumptions that the Nineteenth Amendment rendered no
discernable changes in the existing political order, southern women did influence the
political climate with the ballot in hand. Liberal and conservative women alike continued
to push a social reform agenda before male politicians whom they cautioned to heed their
concerns as constituents. The special attention these men paid to white women during
their political campaigns of the 1920s evidenced that they at the very least acknowledged
women’s political clout. Historian Lorraine Gates Schuyler argues that southern women
used the ballot as an important tool that leveraged social reform legislation from the
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twenties onward. She claims that the Nineteenth Amendment effectively provided
women a tool with which women could affect change and contribute to a more inclusive
southern political order in the mid-twentieth century.1
In 1970, Georgia’s General Assembly finally ratified the Nineteenth Amendment
fifty years after the measure had become federal law. The approval represented a
symbolic gesture toward the women of the state who fought tirelessly to gain entry into
the formal political sphere. It also coincided with a period in which women were pushing
for expanded rights yet again; the battle over the proposed Equal Rights Amendment
(ERA) loomed heavily in the state’s political debates, which leaned strongly toward
conservative, anti-ERA sentiment. Indeed, Georgia still remained politically
conservative, but its politicians now recognized the undeniable validity of women’s
voting in the state, which perhaps gave hope to the individuals of the second women’s
movement that their efforts would not be vain. And, while the process might have been a
slow one and arduous one, Georgia finally accepted women’s suffrage by officially
removing once and for all its previous stance of “not ratified but hereby rejected.”
Nevertheless, this action may have appeared to be a token gesture—and a somewhat
hollow one at that—for feminists who struggled unsuccessfully throughout the 1970s on
behalf of equality in Georgia, only to see the ERA meet the same fate as the suffrage
movement before it.
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